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HIS LIFE RUINED
BY WICKED MAN
TESTIFIED .MRS. WM. THAW





NOT TAKE TURN THAT
WAS EXPECTED.
It Wits Thought She Would Testify
As to Hereditary Insanity.
of Son.
New Yorke March 7—N death in
Justice Fitzgerald's family has post-
poned the sessions of the Thaw trial
for a day, and court will not sit to-
day.
On Friday, when court reconvenes,
the defense sill call two more alien-
ist', probably I..ha Graeme M. Ham-
mond and Dr. Smith E Jelliffe, who
have been in the court room prac-
tically every rhy 'nue the trial be-
lay,. Before court adjourned yes-
terday, Mr. Delmas stated that there
would be but two more witntsses
called. The attorneys will devote
today tc forming the hypothetical
question which they will put to the
experts. Thu + question, Mr. Delmas
•aid last night. will cover every fact
in the case. How long it will take
Mr. Jerome to cross-examine these
experts no one can tell. it will de-
pend very largely on their attitude
net their willingness to give direct
answers.
Thie decision makes it certain that
a number of the witness. who have
been expected to testify for the de-
fense will not be called, at least in
the presentation of the direct case.
among these arc Roger O'Mara,
Thaw's Pittsburg detective friend.
Way McKenzie. Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit
"fliaw's chorus girl friend -Both may
be called when the defense reaches
its sur•relauttal, but it now seems
doubtful if they will be called even
then.
• Mother on the Stand.
The picture of a white haired
mother, her eyes dimmed with tears,
heroically checking her grief as she
Impressively appealed for the im-
periled life of her son, quickly trans-
posed the trial yesterday from the
eomedy of expert testimony to sub-
!ime and somber tragedy
They will long bear the scene in
memory who saw Mrs. William
Thaw's final sacrifice for her son. It
.vas mercifully short. In twn hours
-.nd a half Delmas gently drew from
the mother all that was necessary
of her story to complete the struc-
ture of her son's defense to the
charge of murder, and Jerome began
and ended • compassionate cross-
examination as well
Tragedy of the Studioa.
Young Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
gave to this marvelously complicated
case the tragic notes of the world of
revelry and laughter—the tragedy of
young love, 'riotous and tempestuous,
of the studio, the stage and the cafe.
and we thought tragedy could no
further go.
It was reserved for the cider Mrs.
Thaw to touch those tragic depths of
home and mother love, of the mother
'halted at the verge of contented old
age by the grim specter of disgrace-
ful death clutching at her son, of the
peace and honor of a household be-
ing violated by the darkening shadow
af the executioner.
The wife told a tragedy of flaring
lights; the mother's tragedy appears
as seen through the half light of
stained glass windows, softened and
made infinitely more pathetic, by ('he
figure of a whitened and bent figure
in black. silently, 'heroically awaiting
the verdict.
She took the witness stand almost
confident that the boy whose life is
at stake had not knowingly done
harm. There was tinmisbeicable pride
in her manner. She preserved her
dignity, even in her tears, which she
dashed from her eyes imperiously,
as though scorning any emotional ap-
peal to the Judges of 'her son. She
made answer to the cpeestione of
counsel in markedly clear and direct
fashion.
Was the Mother 
AIt was onli beneath 
Ala.
when all elicit her aphearngce before
the world meant was till into con-
eideration that the tragof it be-
came apparent. Then the proud miss.
tress of the Thaw tnilliotts, one of
the social arbiters of the great city
of Pittsburg, was seers in the plastic
guise of a sipplicant for 'her son's
REGISTER.
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REWARD OF $200 OFFERED !LUMBER TRUCKS
FOR LANNON'S MURDERER WERE STOLEN
Governor Dineen, of Illinois,
Capture of Chas. Racheal,
Lannon of the Str. Joe
Ago at New Liberty,
Information from New Liberty,
Ill., yesterday was to effect that
Governor Denten of Illinois has of-
fered a reward of $.roo for the cap-
ture of Charles Racheal, the negro
uho fatally shot Mate Lannon of
the steamer Joe Fowler, two months
ago, at New Liberty. The darkey has
never been captured, but it is be-
lieved this reward will prove an in-
centive to the authorities over that
aas to get active.
The Fowler left here one afternoon
and started 'up the Ohio river for
Evansville. New Liberty is about
fifteen miles above this city, and the
steamer had stopped there for sonic
height. A calf was being lead on
the boat and Mate Lannon directed
hacheal, one of the negro employes,
tc help get the bovine on the craft.
The mate was standing on the bank
right at end of the stageplank, and
Racheal moved off towards top of
the hill. After going a few feet, the
darkey whirled around, pulled his re-
veller and sent a bullet into the body
cf Lannon, who was fatally injured.
The murderer then dashed up the
Otters That Sum For The
Who Fatally Shot Mate
Fowler, Two Months
Above Paducah.
levee bill and disappeatied, having
been at liberty since.
Lanon was placed on the Fowler
and quickly carried over to Smith-
land on the opposite side of the
river, where physicians attended him,
and seeing that lie was fatally in-
jured, advised that he be brought
back to Paducah, which was imme-
diately done, and he was operated on
at Riverside hospital. The bullet had
severed the intestines and death oc-
curred in a few hours. The remains
of Lannon were then taken to his
hone in Nashville and buried.
The officers of Pope county search-
ed with vigilence for about a week
after the killing, but could not locate
Racheal, who struck out for the
woods immediately after the murder,
and has since succeeded in eluding
the authorities.
On the previous trip down from
Evansville Racheal had gotten a lit-
tle boisterous on the boat and was
Fnally pushed out the door by the
raate. This rankled in Racheal's
heart, and when an opportunity pre-
ntuted itself he got in his deadly
work with the revolver
life on the ground that when he fired
the shot that ended the life of one
who was permitted to hold his head
as they, his mind had been over-
thrown by the unspeakable evil do-
ings of his victim.
The brevith of her story on the
witness stand but concentrated and
brought out with greater force the
anguish whicni the witness suffered.
Taking up the thread of Harry
Thaw's life in the closing months of
mon she was permitted to carry him
forward only to the date of his mar-
riage in mos, when he departed for
the West on his honeymoon. Then
Delmas abrupty dropped his exami-
nation. He had placed before the
jury all of the mother's story that
was necessary for his purpose.
In the brief compass which he had
allowed her, the mother had told of
the return of her son from Europe
after hearing the amazing story of
Stanford White's atrocities from
Evelyn Nesbit in Paris. She told of
his changed manner, his fits of grief,
which lasted far into the night, his
suppressed moans, his preoccuried
air, his habit of solitude, his passion-
ate outbursts which found relief only
in weird performances on the piano,
the keys of which he pounded in a
frenzy, gradually tapering off into
soft, uncanny melodic' which died
away like echoes
Efforts to Console Hine
She told of her visits to her son's
bedroom in the early hours of the
morning, when she found him awake
and dressed, sobbing and nrurmuring:
"My life has been ruined by a
wicked man in New York. I can
never be 'happy again."
She told of an incident in church
on Thanksgiving Day. when Harry
Thaw, under the inspiration of Kip-
ling's "Recessional, set to musk by
De Koven, had, given iway to a pub-
lic demonstration of grief, during
which he Robbed aloud and wept bit-
terly, and v/hich he later explained
to his mother by saying:
"If thirrws had been different, she
might have been there with us to-
day."
• She told how he finally poured into
her ear the same story that Evelyn
Thaw swore she had told Harry
Thaw in Paris, and upon which the
entire theory of insanity rests; how
he had described Evelyn in most lov-
ing terms, urging his mother to con-
sent to their marriage. And she told
'how. et length, fearing that her son
would go mad, and, believing that
marriage would be the lesser of the
two evils, she visited Evelyn Nesbit
in Neer York and gave her consent
to the wedding, imposing but one
condition:
"That the story of her past should
be as a sealed book."
Jetorne's cross-exanzination was
fruitless. He psade one determined
effort to get Irons Mrs. Thaw some
information with regard to her son's
income.
"I am neither his banker nor his
secretary," was the scornful reply,
given before Justice Fitzgerald had
ruled out the question on objection
from Delmas.
Jerome Toned Down.










Ground Was Bought From
T. H. Puryear to Make
Handsome Boulevard.
.A desire to grade and gravel and
beautify where South Tenth street
will run when opened from Broad-
way to Kentucky avenue exists
among the members of the public
park commissioners of this city, and
they considered the matter thorough-
ly during a meeting President D. G.
Murrell called for that purpose Wed-
nesday. Last evening President Mur-
rell and Commissioner Charles
Reed were at the city hall and talked
over the matter with the aldermen
hefore the latter held their regular
meeting, and arrangements were
made to take the proposition up later
on.
Tenth street has always ended at
Broadway, furnping a squ-re over to
ertucky avenue, and then continued
on south, no thoroughfare crusting
between Broadway and the avenue.
Last year the city authorities pur-
chased from Mrs. T. H. Puryear
enough of her private property to
(hen Tenth from Broadway to the
avenue, and make it too feet wide.
It is wide enough far a fine boule-
vard with pavements, trees, and
grassy plots on each side, and it is
the object of the park commissioners
to have this improvement made that
they met and took up the matter.
Kills Divorce Industry.
Pierre, S. D Minch 7.—The house
today passed the senate divorce bill
requiring a residence of one year in
the state and three months in the
county before beginning a divorce
suit with all hearings in open court.
This law kills the divorce industry
of the state, which has become dis-
tasteful to people generally
yielding, loaf atter thirty sninutes
of unimportant questioning he an-
nounced 'be was through.
A strange thing happened then.
Surprised at having got through her
ordeal so easily Mrs. Thaw asked
if she could not make a statement.
"I would like to say something
about heredity," she remarked.
"There are no further questions,"
said Detrital.
"I would like to correct some false
impressions," she insisted, but, tak- Against Sunday Games.
ing her by the hand, Delmas con- 7 _Tee entered the dining room window,I.illic Few, worked there at the tineolli. Neb., March
and the chief's remarks indicated the 
taken' a hatchet, and then going toSewing Machine company, house this efternoon, by a vote ofducted her from the witness stand, Home
and she passed back into the wit-
brother had written his sister for 
48 to permitting i her bedroom knocked open the trunk,









Police Investigating Lively Scrap
That Occurred in Third Street
Saloon—Polke Business.
Theft of lumber trucks was perpc
tinted by the wholchale at the
old Rigglesberger mill property on
South Third street, discovery of
v.hich was made yesterday morning
and reports furnished the police de-
partment.
In the lumber yards are small rail-
road tracks on which are trucks that
are loaded with lumber and pushed
from one portion of the yard to an-
other. Mr. Rigglesberger notified
Captain Frank Ilarlan yesterday that
:he discovered that forty pair of the
nueks had been stolen and carried
essay. 'The awticles are worth is
each. theetfore the loss is na.so. The
plant has not been operated for sev-
eral years, no one being there except
a uatchman, hence it was very easy
to carry the trucks away a few at a
time
Overcoats Stolen.
Messrs. M Rosenblatt and M
Geece of Memphis. notifeid the po-
lice that their overociats were stolen
horn the train which passed here
at 6 o'clock over the Illinois Central
from Louisville. The two, while the
train was ptanding here, discovered
semeone d stolen their garments.
lad 
.innbla evercoat was black and
pockets two pairs of
gloves and a mufler, while Grace's
overcoat was grey striped and had a
pair ef gloves its the pocket.
Charged With Fighting.
William Ratcliffe was arrested yes-
terday by Officer Henry Singery on
a charge of fighting
Colored Girl Lost.
Officer Hurley yesterday found a
little seven year old colored girl at
Eighth and Ohio streets, and left
her at Wm. Ballowe's home on South
Ninth. The child said her mother
was Fannie Jackson, but she did not
know where they lived. The girl
MaS lost and is being kept by Ban
Trove until her people are located.
Saloon Scrap.
The police are investigating a
fierce fight that occurred yesterday
at noon in the Campbel saloon on
South Third street near Broadway.
It is reported that one man knocked
another sprawling with a beer bottle,
while business-yeas good for a while
in the fisticuff line
Detective Returns.
Detective William Baker will re-
turn this evening *om Lexington
where he took Dennis Reed to the
state reform school, the lad getting
a term of two years there for stealing
$te from Clarence Dickerson. He
was sentenced in the juvenile court.
Tapped the Till.
George Backer, the Ninth and
Caldwell street saloonist, reported to
the officers last evering that some-
one slipped into the place while his
back was turned and tapped the cash
drawer for some (Sellars. Shortly
thereafher Patrolmen Singery and
Hurley arrested Henry Skelton, col-
ored, an the charge of being the
guilty one.
Looking for Brother.
The Atlanta, Gee, chief of police
telephoned Lieutenant Thomas Pot-
ter over the long distance line last
VOL 23 NUMBER 272
FIFTEEN AT "NON-PARTISAN"
MEETING HELD LAST NIGHT
Outspoken Lieb Men Headed the Gathering, and WasPresied Over by a Rank Lieb Partisan—Another
Meeting in About Two Weeks, at Which At-
tempts Will Be Made to Organize.
Those attending the "Non-Partisan
School League" meeting last evening
at the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
Broadway did not occupy half the
space devoted to announcement of
the proposed "immense" meeting, by
yesterday's Afternoon Sun, which,
with help of a few other friends of
Superintendent Lieb. are promoting
the project which came nearly "dying
dead" last night before its inception.
There were by actual count, just
fifteen people present, and the gath-
ering eas very short lived.
The session was presided over by
a Mr. Garrison, who handles lumber,
and wzs a Lieb man on the "Citizens
Committee" Which adjusted the Lieb-
Morgan controversy last fall, and re-
fused to let Professor I.ieb's influ-
ence oust this leading and well know
lady educator It was moved last
night that all the newspapers of the
city be secretary of the league, but
The Seri was the only one having
anyone there to assume those duties.
After Chairman Garrison took his
chair, speeches were called for and
talks made by Messrs. Ben Weille,
Arch Sutherland, William E. Cochran
and one or two others. Messrs.
Weille and Sutherland are outspoken
Lieb men, and were also staunch
supporters and sustained Professor
Hatfield during his controversy in the
board. The next election the people
put Messrs. Weille and Sutherland
out of the board, along with Messrs.
Samuel Winstead and E. W. Bock-
man, who were Hatfield supporters'
and were also at the "non-partisan"
meeting, last evening, being moving
lights. Mr. Cockran, who spoke last
night, is a Lich man, and is a busi-
ness partner of Mr. Sutherland.
During the remarks these gentle-
men claimed they wanted to get the
school on of politics, but no refer-
ence was made to the fact that the
present democratic board has avoided
polities by electing a republican pres-
ident, and also choosing two other
republicans to fill vacant seats, when
democrats could have been named.
After talking things over the "non-
partisans" appointed a committee,
with Mr. Sutherland the main mem-
ber, to draft resolutions and bring
them in at another sessior . to be held
two weeks hence, to make he league
permantent.
After the session last night sonic
who attended remarked that they
thought the meeting was for better-
ment of the schools, if this was pos-
sible, but that after seeing a few
things, and noting some here, they
did not care to have anything more
to do aith the attempt being feebly
made to organize by disgrutlern
taoney, hk. e behi fi
here.
No Burglary.
Alderman Frank Snith's family on
North Fourth thought someone was
breaking into the house adjoining
there, judging front the resat made,
but Detective Moore w:nt up and
found window had been raised at
the adjoining house and the wind
rettling it made a noise sounding
like someone breaking into the place
Mayfield Drunk.
One of hfayfield's usual drunks
•A7.8 picked up fast evening here, he
being E. Batts who was arrested at
Forrth and Broadway by Patrolman




Lightfoot Passed the lamer
Over to Judge Cross.
Troy Dill was arraigned before
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
terday morning on the charge of be-
ing a "Peeping Thomas" around the
rear premises of schools and resi-
dences The judge handed the bey
over to Judge Lightfoot of the Juv-
enile Court, and the latter will look
into the case
DARKEY TAKEN BACK.
John Pitts, Colored, Taken to New-
bern to Answer Charge. .
Deputy Sheriff Pitt and Marshal
fing of Newbere. Tenn., came 'here
1
 
yesterday and taking _harge of John
Pitts, colored, took him back there
to answer to the charg! of malicious-
ly cutting another. After the cutting
P;tts escaped. went to Cecilia, Ky.,
where he worked as a brakeman for
the T. C. Inning an altercation last
v.leek another darkey shot him in the
leg. and he was brought here for
tr.:11111cm in the railroad hospital.
CACcer 'reek remembered the New-
bern charge, found out Fitts was here
in the hospital and notified the New-
bon officials who came for him, he




MRS. CYNTHIA HARVEY SUC.
• CUMBED YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Was Estimable Wife of Fireman
Bud Harvey—William Crouch,
Aged 4 Months, Dies.
A most estimable and noble Chi LIP.
tian lady passed into the Great Be-
yond yesterday mortring, she being
Wm. Cynthia Harvey, who breathed
her last at tt:3o o'clock at her resi-
dence, 522 Tennessee street, after a
three weeks' illness with erysipelas.
At 2 o'clock this afternoon the
funeral services will be conducted
at the residence. Rev. E. H. Cun-
ningham of the Baptist church
officiating Rev. E. H. Cunningham of
the Baptist church, officiating. In-
terment follows at Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
Mrs Harvey was born thirty-nine
years ago in Christian county, but
came to this county with her parents
when a girl. Eghteen years ago she
was married to Mr. Harvey, and
seven years since they nuwed into
the city.
Beside, her husband, who is a
veined member of the Paducah fire
department, she is survived by two
daughters. Misses Kerilla and Grace
Harvey, two step-daughter.. Mes-
dames Joseph Collins and Sallie
Slaughter, and one step-son, Mr.
Oscar Harvey, all of this city. Mrs.
James; Gray is her. sister, while she
two hi-ethersleaves
•
1 Child Passed Away.William. the four-months-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. (bid Crouch, died of'
pneumonia at TO Farley street anda
was buried yesterday afternoon at 3 •
o'clock at Oak Grove cemetery. Mr.
Crouch is a cooper at the Mechanics.
burg cooperage works.,
STOLE Stain
Someone Broke Into the Home of
Mallie Grooms and Took
Money.
Burglars entered the residence
Mallie Grooms on Kentucky avenue
near Ninth street, and stole Vac hst
eventng, asking if Frank Few was in state commission on 
evening from a trunk III her bedroom.
gas and dee_ The detectives are now werrking up.
. . on 
the casejail here end whet hi' fine 'was- The tricity. the New York rapid transit
Paducah police know nothing of him commission and the New York city
and if he is incarcerated be is travel- g„ meter department.
ing under an sasumed name. The
Atlanta chief said his sister, Miss
Public Service Commissions.
'Albany. N. V., 11Earch 7.—Senator
Page and: Assemblyman Merritt to-
day introduced in the senate and
house respectively the bill substitut-
ing two "inihlic service commissions,"
one for greater New York and the
other for the rest of the state, for




The Woman was attending the
theatre last, evening, leaving no one
at the house. When she got home












After Judgments Against Cunning-
ham Are Given, Outfit Will
Be Sold.
Circuit Clerk Joe A. Miller and
Chief Deputy Viliiaui Kidd yester-
day finished making out the docket
for the criminal term of circuit court
that Judge W. M. Reed will open the
first Monday in April. There are 102
cases entered up on the docket, but
in some instances several are indi-
cated in one bill. There are only two
murder cases on the docket, one
charging Cicero Anderson with fatal-
ly shooting John Mix in rear of
Charles Graham's saloon at Ninth
and Kentucky avenue, and One ac-
cusing Al Winfrey of killing Owen
Clark at the home of the latter's
mother-in-law, Mrs. 011ie Schaeffer,
five miles front this city on the Cairo
Pike. •
The docket also shows a number of
indictments against females charged
with running disorderly houses at
places other than on West Court
street. These indictments were pro-
cured through instrumentality of the
"Frontier Committee" which furn-
ished the last grand jury with the
information.
Property Sold.
Sallie alcl:rray has sold to Earl
Palmer for $7,500 property on Jeffer-
son near Twelfth street. The deed
was filed yesterday with the county
clerk.
Sarah L. Wbite bought from J. B.
Mills for $1,650 property on the West
• side- of South Sixth bgtween George
and Elizabeth street,.
Wants a Divorce.
1.1.. Lewis filed a suit in the circuit
court )esterday asking for a divorce
.from her 'husband, Walter Lewis, to
whom she was married in Mayfield
May 17, 1899 They parted January
1, zoos. Besides the divorce .shej
wants possession of their child.
Smithland Hearing.
Referee Rigby of the bankrupt
court. and his stenographer. Miss
Thresi Kirchhoff, yesterday went to
Smithlard where the former held a
meeting of the creditors in the bank-
ruptcy cases of Dr. Jesse D. Foley
of Smithland and W. H. Nelson &
Co., of Hampton. Livingston county.
They return today.
Court At Benton.
The jury at Benton will probably
be dismissed this afternoon • or to-
morrow at noon. and court adjourned
over until Monday so the lawyers
and others attending from here can
come home for Sunday.
Cunningham's Effects.
Justice Charles Emery will March
18 give judgment against H. A. Cun-
niogham, the life insurance agent.
D for benefit of his $.400 worth of
creditors. The office and bedroom
effects of Cunningham will then be
sold and the money taken to pay off
the judgments. Cunningham is the
insurance agent who skipped out
three weeks ago, leaving many credi-
tors.
Warrant Shantyboaters.
The constables and police are gath-
ering the names of the many shanty.
boaters who live In houseboats
moored to the river bank down about
the Illinois Central railroad incline.
As soon as the names are procured
warrants will be gotten out, charging
them with having failed to pay the
state license of $5 the commonwealth
exacts annually from the houseboat-
men for the privilege of mooring
their shanty boats to the bank of
rivers and creeks touching Kentucky
foil.
RUEF A FUGITIVE AND
HIS BOND IS FORFEITED
Stu Francisco, March as—Abraham
ISiief, the local political leader, who
fecured a writ of error from Superior
Judge Hebbard, did not. appear be-
fore Superior Judge Dunne for trial
on the indictments for alleged ex-
tortion returned by the grand jtiry.
-Abraham Reef is a fugitive from
justivc.. Ile had failed to obey the
order of thia court to appear here.
I therefore direct the sheriff to ap-
prehend him and dirct that his bonds
of $50,000 be forfeited." Thus spoke
the judge addressing the proceedinos
yesterclay,•
The Japane'se are increasing their
cs.nning factories. The consumption
of foreign canned goods is limited to




In pursuance of a judgment of Mg-
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
January term, 1907, in the action ot
0. L. Gregory, plaintiff, against
James A. Roberts, defendant, I will,
on Monday, March rub, (about the
hour of to o'clock a. in.), tow (being
county court day), at the courthouse
door in Padticah, Kentucky, sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of
three months, the following described
property, viz:
A certain stock certificate for 20
shares of stock in the 0. L. Gregory
Vinegar company, same being stock
certificate No. 3. dated January 2,
1902, issued by 0. L. Gregory Vine-
gar companar. a corporation.
Or as much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy said judgment,
interest and cost, amounting to $----.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of March, 1907.




IT TAKES A LOT OF
MONEY TO RUN
A BASEBALL CLUB,
' When one considers the expenses
that are connected with a big league
baseball club as they are now con-
ducted by the magnates, the fact of
anyone makiirg any money out of the
game outside of the players becomes
a matter of wonder. The general
public, which rides out to se a big
game, pays its admission fee, sees
that thousands of others have done
the same, and lets it go at that, says
the Cincinnati Conamercial-Tiibune.
They simply consider the abstract
side of the proposition.
But the man on the inside—the
man who knows what players cost
and o hat they are sold for; the man
ho knows the total of hotel bills
and railroad fares, of the bonuses for
good work--that is the man, who, af-
ter tallying up all these incidentsals.
commences to wonder how any team
can make money.
For instance, take the Cincinnati
club. During the last year it paid
out over $25,000 for raw material
alone. This is a offset to a certain ex-
tent by some of the sales, the Sey-
mour o. le in particular, giving the
club a hole bit of a hunch iii getting
even quick. Then take the salar‘
list lf the club, amounting to ovci
$os ooc. bringing the total up to over
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- $100.000•
The hotel expenses for the seasonCracken circuit court, *rendered at
its January term, 1907, in the action can be estimated at $1o,000, while
of 0. L Gregory, plaintiff, against the railroad fares are equally that
0. P. Wilson, & Co., defendant, I much. The spring training trip
will, on Monday, March nth, (about costs a little over $3,000, thus add -
the hour of to o'clock a. m.), tow, ing $25,000 more to the sum. The
(being county _court day), at the costs of maintaining the grounds, in 
court house door in Paducah. Ken- keeping the grand stand in repair, the
salaries of the basiness Manager andtucky, sell to the 'highest bidder, on
a credit of three months, the follow- the thanaecs—all of these, with a
ing described property, viz: , hundred other small incidentals, will
A certain stock certificate for so bring the actual expense of a base-
shares of stock in the 0. L Gregory ball team s-cry close to the $15o,000
Vinegar company. incorporated, and marl:. These are 'flings that cannot stitched long squarebeing stock certificate No. 2, dated be done away with, and $15o,000 in
gJanuary 2, 1902. issued to defendants,! cold cash has to o into the coffer:
of tlie club before one cent of in-0. P. 1Vilson and Mary E. Wilson,
by tbe 0. L Gregory Vinegar corn- I tereat is forthcoming.
Then figure the crowds. The Sopany, a corporation, or as much
thereof as may he necessary to satis- today and Sunday crowds early in
fy said judgment, interest and cost, the season will possibly average about
amounting to $----. .57,000 or $8,000 a game. If the team
is a winner it makes considerableThe purchaser will be required to
difference. On a week day a teamgive bond with approved security,
I is extremely lucky to get an average bearing interest at n per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin of $6,cco out of the game. If the
bond, on which execution may issue team is a loser the last half of the
when due. season it does not nearly pay ex-
penses, and more than one team has
been known to draw upon its sur-
plus late in the Season that though: —
it was a bed of roses a few weeks
after the season started.
And the magnates have begun to
realize this. It takes a winning com-
bination through a large part of th.




This 8th day of March, 1907,




In pursuance of judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court rendered at its
January term, tow, in the action of
Fooks-Acree Lumber company,
plaintiff, against J. L Golightly &
Co. defendant, T will, on Monday.
March rich, (about the hour of to
o'clock a. m.). tgoo, (being county
court day), at the courthouse door in
Paducah. Kentucky. sell to the high-
est bidder, on a credit of six month'.
the following described property, viz:
Lying and being in Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and in
Little's addition to the city of P,adu-
cab, and more partieniarly known
and described as lots Nos. 25 and 26,
in block No. 5. in Little's addition to
the city of Paducah, or as much
thereof as may be necessary to satis-
fy said judgment, interest and cost,
amounting to
The purchaser will he required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which exception may issue
when due.




In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit, rendered at its
January term, loos, in the action of
C. A. Isbell, plaintiff, against F. G.
Rudolph, administrator, etc., defend-
ant. 1 -will, on Mionday, Masch nth,
(about the hour of to o'clock a. in.),
1907 (being county court day), at the
courthouse door in Paduca'h, Ken-
tucky, sell to the highest bidder, on
a credit of six months, the following
described property, viz:
The fealowing described property
lying and being in Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and be-
ginning at a stake on Plunket street,
at the northeast corner of a lot
' bought of W. B. & F. M. Pltmket
and A. Boyd, February Toth, 1887:
thence at right angles fronting
Pluniket street, 25 feet, toward;
Broadway: thence at right angles to-
wards the N. N. M. V. R. R. to an
alley r6s feet: thence at right angles
towards Jackson street, 25 feet;
theme at right angles 165 feet, to the
beginning, being the south half of a
lot sold to Smith Mitcherson by W.
B. Minket. E. M. Phinket and A.
Boyd, June 26, 1888; or as much
thereof as may be necessary to satia-
fy said judgment, interest and cost,
amounting to $--.
The purchaser will be required to
give • bond with approved security,
hearing interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on. which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of March, Igor.




like that in the American league last
year is hound to make money for the
teams anywhere near the top.
AROUND THE WORLD CARDS
They Cost Only a Cent and Are the
Fad of Souvenir Hunters.
maks
Hall Price
One lot of Aprons,













l'he around the world postal card!
is the latest thing Iii the Oativenir
postal card fad, and, although it is a
joy to the recipient, the postal clerks
call it only another pest, for its face
is so covered with addresses that it
takes a valuabl minute to figure out
what h means.
It is sent out first by the person
who is to be its final recipient, and
it travels widely before it comes
back. An ordinary plain card is
used. Across the back, running the
short way of the card, the directions
are written.
They simply request the person
whose name appears sat the top of
the cahd to send it along to the sec-
ond name and so on, in a sort of
chain letter style. In addition each
recipient puts the date when she re-
ceived the postal opposite her. name
on the back of the card.
As the card travels along its face
is covered with lines where one ad-
dress has been crossed off and a new
one written on,"and it is also cover-
ed with canceling marks and stamps.
for this card must go all the way
around the world to be a success.
When the original sender receives
it back it is worn with travel. One
that started from Scotland went
first to Montreal, then to Worcester,
Mass., next to Buenos Ayres. and be-
fore it reaches Scotland again it will
travel to Melbourne. Australia: Rats-
goon. Burmahe Krakully, South In-
dia. and Cape Town, South Africa.
If the girl who longs for an around
the world postal card has no friends
or relatives in places to which she
wishes it to travel, she addresses it
to her country's consul at that place.




Danville, Ill.. March 7.—Opening
statements were made today to the
jury in the trial of Will J. Davis,
charged with manslaughter as the re-
sult of the Iroquis Theater fire at
Chicago. Special Counsel George T.
Buckingharn represented the 1state.
He said the state would show that
the Iroquis Theater was incomplete
when it opened and it had not been
finished at the time of the fire. The
prosecution expects to prove, he said.
that Mr. Davis knowingly violated
the ordinances of Chicago relating
to safety in public playhouses. The
defense reserved its statement until
















"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL IIELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH







Now is the time Ito Buy
Wall paper
We have thc largest line of up-to-date wall paper




or your picture frames
315 13RORDWAY
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock  . $100,000
Surplus ..  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0. w. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.








From Isav.c Shelby to 3. C. W. Beckham
sasareeammsa ALL r ...
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Ths First Time Their Pictures Hays Ever
Been Published. FREE
The livening Post has for several yerrse .elearored to secure pictures of all Kentuckyilovernors and has at but succeeded in searing them through the assistance of the Ken-tucky State Iltstori.A1 Society. •
In order to place these picture* in a permanent form, they hare been arranged in agrotip in an up-to-dote Arles showing, KentOckv with the latest census, pictures ofall the presidents of the United States. Rulers and Maas Of all nations. stelmahlp routes,scaugtiest data, history of the Russo-jar.' u War, also late in•ps of the United states. Pan-ama (anal, Eastern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the last thr not.onal cenSnitand much other historical information,
Thus unique and vs/usable Atlas Is FREI3 to ALL EVENINO POST SUBSCRIBERS.If not now a subscriber send ',von for a full year's subscription by mail or $2.c.o for sirmonth's uhacription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub-scription price by carrier or agent is mu cents per tweet.
•The Frening Post publishes sir or more editions daily and the latest edition is sent toeach reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Frening Post is first in everything and has the most State news anti bestmarket reports.
For all the people and against the grafter.
I ndependen t always.
Poir the florae.
Eurnittg 4liiøt, Lou:smut. Y.












These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
"CROWING KID"
HE IS CALLED
Is! R. JOHN PORTEOUS WIDE-
LY KNOWN THROUGH
THE WEST.
lie Has Just Returned From Wyom-
ing to Denver, Colo., to Re-
main for His Health.
.hfr. Jiihn S. Porteous, of Paducah,
lie recognized a.. the "Growing Kid"
all over tlie West, where he has
been oijourning for the past eigh-
teen months on account of his health
which failed him here.
A Denver paper of last week pub-
liehes a picture of the Paducahati,
and accompanies it with the follow-
-ing comment:
"They call me the 'Growing Kid'
throughout the west, and austly so.
I am seven feet now, as years old,
'and still growing. The last time I
iS measured Was several month'
ago, and at that time the distance
)4as 6 feet aciaa inches, but I am
probably two inches taller now."
114, is tht latest 'estimate.' of
'John S. Porteous of Paducah, Ky, 
concerning his own hcighth. He ad-
mits that he has been growing° sit
'fast the past few years that he can-
t:tit keep track of his height.
:In Kentucky they called him the
haman skyscraper, and he towers so
Isiah above the rest of huntanity that
the appellation is well applied.
"Prwteous is at the Elk hotel and
will be in Denver for a month, hay-
i-nt crime here from Wyoming for
-his health, the blizzards and chang-
ing climate conditions not agreeing
with him.
Porteous has most: badges and
•eibbons pinned to his clothes than
the average vaudeville star, and some
of his conquest's were in Denver.
"He carried off the prize fov the
'tallest and thinnest man in the Elks
' parade dining the cona*tatinn, the
next 'highest man' being one-Helf
an inch shorter. The award was $50,
and the equivalent, a handsome
watch and fob, was given Porteous.
"He has been living in the west for
a year. and most of the time was
a spent in Wyoming
Idear W. Whittemore
Real [state Agcncy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price Last Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah. XY.
THE MI A110 ENLARGED EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL• DICTIONARY •
Excels ix V•eabolary. It is the most not,-
NI in Mac and contents. Judicueady se-
lected to PrelINI• con-ureters of reef.,
usage, and to as out unintelligible tee&
:dealt thy.
Excels is Arrangement. F.sieh 'word le-
/rite% a partwraph it tts Ferrect alphabet-
usi place an.I is modify ceush t by the eye.
Ezoslsts Ztyinelostee. There are mn-
Mete and scientific, and ernherly the brio
fellUlt•llf philology. They otrenntscrittiped
as. crowded into otectire
Ixoele in Prosunciation which fs in,11-
,mtesi by respelling with the (facet fcst‘ ly
merted letters used in the Pet••)1hOokS.
the sounds of which te-e taught in the
public achools. 
41/0
'Reels is Definitions. Thcy are chew%
tale. yet ontspiete. and are given In the
=n which the word has acquired itset meaning. Many or the definl-
are II Itot rated.
faits Appendix which is a pocked
of useful knowledge.
la Wetting Motions:7. No
Illabodios se much useful in-
or an indisperwithic In the
Mailli( , or ofner. •
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 6000 illustrations.
25,000 new words' have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D.. U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
pluita —"A Test in Prontusastios." in-
tructive and entertaining
for the wbole famtfr. Atm
Illustrated
& C. MERRIAM CO.,
• oust essita.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
"His rapid growth and the occupa-
tion he followed proved to be a com-
bination that worked injury to his
health, and he is now trying to re-
cuperate from an attack of lung
trouble.
-Porteous is an expert granite and
marble catter, and he ascribes the
breathing of the dangerous dust at
the time he was growing so rapidly
as the cause of his lung affection.
"Dulling the period betwden his
fifteenth and sixteenth year be grew
almost seven inches.
"His father and mother are ordi-
nary sized people and his father can
stand under his arm, with hat on. His
father's relatives in Scotland are all
tall and few of them are under six
feet.
"Porteous, despite his great height,
is not out of proportion."
CLAIMS TO BE CHRIST.'
Man Arrested at Glasgow Junction
and Tried for Lunacy.
Glasgow, Ky, March 7—A man,
some thirty years of age, who says
he is the Christ, held that he hails
from New York city, was arrested at
Glasgow Jlinction yestrday and
brought to this place for trial. He
says his name is Lavern Emery
Liiimesberry, and that he is on his
way to New Mexico. Shortly after
alighting from the train he went to
the home of Mtn. Joe Wilson, Mrs.
Wilson saw the strange man ap-
proaching, and %hen he came to the
door he began to blow a trumpet,
ahich could be heard quite a dis-
tance This heightened Mrs. Wil-
ron. and she went to the telephone
and called for the marshal. Wben
arrested he was armed with a rifle,
a revolver, butcherknife and a sword,
and carried in Ns hand a long rod
and a trumpet. He was brought to
this place and tried on a lunacy writ
ard pleaded his own case.
Ile said he was a graduate of Hat-
aard college, that he was the Chnst,
also that he was en route to New
Merico with a message for those
people. That he was educated and
refined there could be no doubt, and
on all ordinary topics he conversed
intelligently and baffled his attor-
neys and astonished the large audi-
ence that hal gathered in the court
room. When religion was discussed
he seemed to lose all • reasoning
power. The trial resulted in a hung
jury, and he will be tried again this
afternoon. A petition is being got-
ten up by the citizens to turn him
lonee and let him go on his way
BURGLAR ASKS BIG REWARD
Edwin S. Tate Wants $6onoo for
Standing by N. C. Dougherty.
Peoria, Ill , March 7 —A new an-
gle has dveloped in the unraveling
of the mystery of who paid for the
theft of the forged script from the
library safe on January 6, which
was supposed to have been engi-
nered by N. C. Dougherty, now in
Joliet.
Edwin S. Tate, the burglar who
was brought here three days from
Chicago and who has admitted
knowing of the job, said today that
if Dougherty and his friends would
give him $6o,000 he would stand
trial for his ofenses in Chicago and
refuse to reveal the Dougherty mys-
tery.
Chief of Police Wilson believes
this is only a bluff and that 'Tate
will come forth w'th the full story
implicating prominent Peorians
when he is taken before the grand
jury Ils wife is expected from
Chicago tomorrow. Detectives have
been working on new clews today
and expect to land accomplices and
gain additional evidence within the
next few days.
SHAW ASSUMES NEW TASK
Former Secretary of Treasury is
Now Trust Company
President,
New York, March 7.—Ltslie M.
Shaw, who retired Monday from the
secretaryship of the treasury. has as-
aimed the dutiea of president of the
Carnegie Trust company. He re-
ceived many congratulations from
friends. For the present his family
will reside in the Fifth avenue hotel.
Insurance Statement Verified. .
' Freeport, III., March 7.-0. E.
Stolltz, who came from San Francis-
co to investigate the condition of the
German Insurance company. started
home tonight, convinced that the
company could not pay more than it
offered the policy holders in San
Francisco.




CITY CLERK BAILEY AND MR.
ENDERS START TASK
TODAY.
As ihe Bills Are Finished They Will
Be Passed Over to Auditor
Kirldand.
City Clerk Henry Bailey and his
special assistant, Col. Henry Enders,
will this morning commence the
work of making out the bills show-
ing how much taxes every property
owner owes the city of Paducah for
this year. The tno will be engaged
day and night on the undertaking
(or five or six weeks and possibly two
months, and as they make out the
bills they will pass them over in
bunches finished every day, to Aud-
tor Alexander Kirkland, so the lat-
ter can check them over while the
clerk and assistant are working, and
both offices thereby keep pace with
each other.
Mr. Bailey has been ready to start
work on the bills for the past week,
but only last Monday the council
ordered the assessor's book's into his
hands, and this action was not con-
firmed until last evening by the ald-
ermen.
City Assessor Stewart Dick has
been engaged constantly since last
September, first assessing property
and then helping the city supervisors,
but now that these tasks are done,
the assessor has nothing to do,
which will give him time to go out
and electioneer, as be is a candidate
to succeed himself.
Mark Twain as a Speculator.
I had taken up my residence in
San Francisco. One day I got a tip
from Mr. Camp, a bold man who
was always making big fortunes in
ingenious speculation's and losing
them again in the course of six
months by other speculative ingenu- I Tests
ities. Camp told me to buy some
shares in Hale and Norcross I pur-
chased fifty shares at ',too a share. I
bought on a margin, and put up Xi
per cent. It exhausted my funds. I
wrote Orion and offered him half, and
asked him to send his share of the
money. I waited and waited. He
wrote and said he was going to at-
tend to the matter. The stock went
along up pretty briskly. It went
higher and higher. It reached a
thousand dollars a share It climb-
ed up to two thousand, then to three
thousand, then to twice that figure.
The money did not come, but I was
not disturbed. By and by the stock
took a turn and began to gallop
down. Then I wrote urgently.
Orion answered that he had sent the
money long ago—said 'he sent it to
the Occidental hotel. I inquired for
it. They said it was not there. To
cut a long story short, that stock
went on down until it bad fallen be-
low the price I paid for it. Then it
began to eat up the margin, and
when at last I got out I was N-e ry
badly crippled.
Whan it was too late I found out
what had become of Orion's money.
Any other human being would have
sent a check, but he sent gold. The
hotel clerk put it in a safe and went
on a vacation, and there it had re-
posed all this time, enjoying its fa-
tal work, no doubt. Another man
aright have thought to tell me that
the money was not in a letter, but
was in an express package, but it
never occurred to Orion to do that.
—From Mark Twain's Autobiography
in the North American Review for
February.
"Praise From Sir Hubert—"
Ex-United sates Senator "Billy"
Mason is quoted as telling of a trip
made through the northwest some
years ago by a congressional com-
mittee comprising several senators
and members. Among the number
was Mr. Mason himself.
While in Montana, says Mr. Mason
he was much struck by the strength
of character and manliness so charac-
teristic of the men of that state. The
committee was "put up" for ieveral
days by a rich miner, whose manner
of thought and action, acquired in the
rough days of prospecting and pov-
erty, had in no Wise been altered by
his acquisition ef. great wealth.
When the time came to say good-
bye the miner grasped Mason's hand,
which he shook with great fervor.
"Senator," said he, "we like you here.
You're an easterner and a public man,
but you're no damned aristocrat!
We've taken a great fancy to you,
Mason, because you're free and
easy, and no gentleman! In fact,




Watch a man go into an elevator
Which has mirrors?
Talk about the vanity of womant
She doesn't start
In the same class with man
A woman
Will tebber into the mirror and
primp herself
Without caring a rap
'tether anyone sees her
Or not.
* *
But watch the man.
He'll look around first to see if any-
one
Is watching 'him; then he'll square
himself
In front of the mirror and
Furtively
Slide his hand up and straighten
His necktie.
Then he'll carefully twist his mus-
tache to make
Sure
That both sides stand at
The same angle. •






Hold of both lapels
Of his coat
And adjusts it carefplly and evenly.
Giving his necktie another soothing
little
Pat
While his hands are handy.
Then be takes off hi,
Hat and smooths his hair, or ruffles.
according
To his idea
Of whch is the most becoming to
His particular style
04 beastly.
Pc now steps back, gives another ad-
miring look
At his image
In the mirror, and is now ready to
Get off.




Made in Switzerland Prove Its
Utility for Highways.
Recent experiments carried on at
Zurich, Switzerland, with a, form of
tarred gravel are said to have devel-
oped for it a peculiar adaptability
to the uses of the highway. especially
in point of duatlessness and endisr-
ing qualities. The use of tarred
gravel in itself is by no means new,
but the method of preliminary treat-
ment used in this case appears to be
rather novel, and is said to produce
far bettar results than are obtained
by simpler means. According to re-
port, the process is the invention of
Street Commissioner Aerberli.
The macadam is prepared for grav-
el of a fineness of from 154 to IA
inches in diameter, and freed of all
earthy matter. This gravel is first
heated in a specially constructed ma-
chine and from a revolving drum is
submitted to the action of liquid iv-.
so that each particle of gravel be-
comes covered with a uniform coat-
i ir g.
The tarred gravel is then put sip
in heaps, covered and Alas- ed to re-
atain so from eight fa ten weeks. It
is arserted that durng 'Fat period
fermentation occurs which causes the
tar to penetrate into the pores of
the gravel and in this way lessens
the formation of dust. In covering
the road with this material the most
painstaking cleanliness must be ob-
served and dry weather must be
awaited. No foreign matter must be-
come mixed with the macadam. in
rolling it no water must be used.
The cost of preparing the macadam.
is small, thirty-four pounds of tar
being suffcient per cubic yard of grav-
el, or where limestone is used forty-
three pound!. The machine is operat-
ed by four laborers, and furn
ishes
front thirteen to twenty cubic yards
per day.
NEW SUIT FOR MEN
MADE IN ONE PIECE.
London, March 7.—Edagr Jepp-
sen, of Wembley, Middlesex, is the
latest Britisih dress reformer. He
has invented a suit for "men in a
hurry," the main usefulness of which
lies in the fact that it can be put on
and taken off in record time. In ap-
pearance it differi only from the
conventional attire when seen from
behind, but it is so distinctly novel
that when Jeppsen first wore it in
public he was derided.
The novel feature of the suit con-
sists. in combining the jacket and
trainers, the latter being fastened by
concealed buttons.
Jeppsen proposes to extend the
idea to evening dress, but doubts
whether it will be popular, because
it is so useful.
Matta, EfingerS Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 B. THIRD STREET: eADUGAH: KY
KOMI INSURANCL
Oro L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72F
CAMMItll BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand netvhome, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot ;oat% feet.
WCRACKEN REAL ESTATt. & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.









Steam and Not Water Heating.






SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
ER? AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD&
OFFICE SECOND AND KO S ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Snitings Call on
K. C. ROSE
`.1329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC:f;
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "tatidarr Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
fl 
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no







THE REGIS rER 
and The Sun pub-
lic schools. Now we will proceed
is not a friend to 
to give other facts. The present
• board of education has a democratic
inajority, yet when it came to elect-
ing a president it elected a repub-
lican. That very fact was an an-
Broadway nouncement to the, people of this
1. PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
kt Register Building, 523
'FAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year  
Six Months  
Three Months
One week  
— -
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Curnberbuid 318.






A Non-Partisan School League.
The republican Sun came out with
a seven column head yesterday over
an, item calling for a meeting to be
held last night for the purpose of
organizing "A Non-Partisan School
League." Result, fifteen persons at-
tended the meeting.
The object for such a league at
this particular time, is not clear to
those who take but a passing interest
in such matters, and The Register,'
while it is opposed to politics in any
niatter affecting the schools, is not
prepared to indorse the movement
• until further enlightened on the sub-
ject. and we•will give our reasons for
the position we assume. In the first
place 36 The Sort seems to be deeply
iutereeted in the project, we look
upon it with suspicion for the reason
that an element identified indirectly
with that paper has never' been satis-
fied with the public schools of Padu-
cah except at a time when relatives
1.cre connected with the schools at
a good salary, something which the
people of this city have long ago set-
tled once and for all. Cheap political
methods and claptrap in our school
affairs were first introduced by that
crowd and the personality of the per-
son referred to was made an issue
and that crowd defeated to a man.
A singular feature of last nightle
meeting is the fact that of the fifteen
persons present four men ex-school
trustees who were the ringleaders for
he faction referred to Three of
those men were repudiated at the
polls nhen they offerred for reelec-
tion and the other one 'had sense
enough to not offer for reelection or
he would have been defeated also.
These statements are born out by the
records and the stormiest days the
public schools of Paducah ever saw
were the days when those men were
in the board of education.
Four years ago the city was in an
uproar over the schools and the clean
sweep made by the people was sup-
posed to have put a quietus on that
crowd, but it seems that sneli i% not
the case.
Again, when he board of education
was composed of republicans two
years ago, the rankest exhibition of
political partisanship that ever mani-
fested itself in the board, was given.
A democitik membefabecause he ac-
cepted the clerkship of the county
board of tax supervisors for a month
or so. was declared ineligible for a
seat in the school board, while the
republican president, who was also
a member of the board of pension
examiners, was permitted to retain
hi, seat. Wherever possible to in-
ject polities into the school affairs,
'the republican board never over-
looked the opportunity to do so, and
The Paducah Sun, the paper that
now cries for a non-partisan league,
aided, abetted and in every instance
upheld the political partisanship of
the republican school board, but the
people swept the republicans - from
office, and now that strong partisan
sheet changes its tune and whines
for a non-partisan league to select
the candidates for the board of edu-
cation. The fact* that The Sun and
its school board gang have been re-
pudiated twice within the past four
years should be sufficient to cause
it to take a back seat on matters
affecting the schools and especially
60 when some of la*. stockholders
favored abolishing the Bible from the
public schools, and sante of its other
stockholders are not advocates of a
public school system anylecavv.
We are giving our readers facts•
!closing, it should be so, at,turapiked as
to leave no loophole for those who
seek to elude justice tbrougli mere
technicalities." There is no trouble
with the law, it covers the offense
fully, btu the trouble is with the
officers who have no regard for their
oath of office, and whose election to
office, the News-Democrati more
than any other agency, contributed.
That unscrupulous sheet should not
undertake to shield its proteges by
intimating that the law might be at
fault, and if it is sincere in wishing
to see the Sunday law enforced let it
criticise the officers /charged eith
that duty, and not the law.
The wide-open conditions, and
laxity of enforcing the law against
saloons for being open on Sunday in
this city, must be something terrific
when the two afternoon papers in
which liquor dealers and brewers
own stock, come out flatfooted for
the enforcement of the law. Or, can
it be that the saloon complained of
does not buy its whisky and beer
from that crowd? You know, there
are always to ways of looking at a
matter when men identified with
other saloons that frequently violate
the law, began to cry, "stop thief!"
The 'unwritten law" prevailed in
Virginia yesterday in the acquittal of
the Strpther brothers for killing the
betrayer of their sister, whom he was
forced to marry but afterwards
taunted her about her indiscretion
Drinkers of rotgut or blended
whiskies, from now on, will have the
aatiefaction of knowing what they
are guzzling, for the department has
ruled that the ingredients used must
be labeled on the bottles.
In draaing "a deadly parallel-
from the flees columns of The Reg-
ister the organ of the late machine
faction in the schools should not
overlook the fact that men by their
own conduct furnish reasons for a
change in sentiment
The courts seem to be in process
of manipulation towards the clearing
of Jim Hargis and lis crowd fdr the
murders laid at their doors
Breathitt county
The "Billy" and the $173,000 Shortage
. (Chicago Examiner.)
Teller Eitrgerald of the suhtreas-
ury department, who 13 ou trial tor
assaulting a newspaper man and an
attempted assault with a "billy," tes-
tified yesterday that Captain Porter
of the secret service gave him the
bludgeon and told him to "kill" or
"beat up" any newspaper men who
annoyed him..
Mr. Fitzgerald N% eigh0 about ttes
pounds, according to his own evi-
dence, and took boxing lessons while
a student at the Annapolis Naval
Academy. The young man he as-
saulted weighs probably tae pounds.
If Mr.. Fitzgerald tells the truth,
Captain Porter must have a most
deadly antipathy for newspaper men.
To arm a man with a bludgeon and
tell him to go out and "beat up" or
"kill" young men 16.1b0 are engaged
in an honorable occupation hardly
conforms with the rules of chivalry
under which gentlemen arc supposed
to control their actions. However, if,
instead of distributing "billies," the
secret service agent had devoted all
his energies to clearing up the mys-
tery of the $173,000 shortage, respect
for the intelligence and ability of
detectives in the employ of the
United States government might
have been materially enhanced.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
John D. Rockefeller is about to go
to Georgia for the remainder of the
cold weather.
Louis Cyr, the world's champion
strong man, now near death at his
home in Canada, was a mill worker at
injustice done any one, still the wee-
. Lowell in early life and found his
wife there.
'fare of the schools comes first, and Former Lieutenant James Carroll,
who has hen ah invalid since he sub-
mitted to mosquitoes and took yel-
low fever in Cuba, now has the rank
of .major for consolation.
Richard Watson Gilder says that
the schools just rest on their oars once while staying at Colorado
until the present board evidences a Springs Ambassador Bryce 
took in
spirit of partisanship somewhere near ' Pike'
s Peak before breakfast. He is
that shown by the republican board 
president of the Alpine club and a
famouswalker.
last year and it predecessor of four 
s 
ecretary Root sometimes frivols
years ago. And in view of the fact in social functions while Taft is 'h
ard
that The Sun and the four ex-trustees at work.. He 
admitted the fact him-
stood for some of the rankest deals' 
self when the two came out of the
city that the board was non-parisan,
and if-any one desires better evidence
we not know whe;e they are to
find it. Yet, as soon as a lot of rank
partisans are kicked out of the board,
and the new board manifests a clear
cut non-partisan spirit, The Sun and
a lot of discredited ex-school trustees
jump up and urge the people to or-
ganize "A Non-Partisan School
League." Is not such proceeding
rather singular, to say the least? The
truth of the matter is, The Sun and
its crowd of ex-school trnstees: when
they had the power, showed an titter
disregard for the welfare of the
schools and did all in their power
to force 01)00 the patrons of the
schools men whom the peo-
ple, by the result at the polls,
showed that they did not want. And
I that crowd is wasting its time in aneffort to inspire the confidence of
the people. A few good men may
be mixed up ill the movement, but if
they will take the pains to become
familiar with the records of the
board of education, and especially
the records of some of the ex-
trustees, who seem to be leading the
movement, they will soon discover
that they are lined up with the wrong
c rowed.
A bright idea is advanced by the
republican sheet, and that is, the
league selects the candidates and the
county .executive committees author-
ize the list of candidates to go on
both party tickets. This scheme is
the only one by winch some of the
discredited and repudiated ex-trustees
could ever get back in thc board of
education, but, in this case, thanks
to the laws as now•framed. the same
names cannot go in more than one
column on the official ballot. The
only way a non-political ticket can
get on the official ballot is in a separ-
ate column and under an independ-.
cnt device: and should the party
authorities refuse to provide for
nominating a party ticket, any person
who desires to be a candidate on the
ticket of either party can have his
name placed on he ballot in the party
column by filing a petition with
twenty names to it with the county
clerk.
Had the matter of "A Non-Partisan
School League" been launched at a
time when partisanship was rampant
in the board of education either on
party lines or in behalf of any in-
dividual, The Register would have
looked upon the movement with
favor, but to spring it at this time
and immediately following a clear
cut demonstration on the part of the
board that it is no longer under par-
tisan influences, we prefer to leave
the matter where it belongs, in the
hands of men selected by the people
a- the polls, believing that they will
'have no difficulty whatever in doing
better by the schools than was the
case when The Sun crowd. controlled
the board four years ago, and last
year.
So far as the late unpleasantness
in the schools is concerned, we had
but little to say in this column, in
fact our only comment was made in
three or four lines about six months
ago when we observed that the
clouds hanging over the schools were
identical with those of a few years
ago. Consequently the ultimate re-
sult was no surprise, and we are
candid enough to say that if another
row breaks out in the schools that
the rseonie will not only demand but
insist that all parties connected with
it be dismissed' from the service.
While we would not wish to see an
if quick work is made of those who
clash, others will profit by it.
In the meantime let those who ap-
pear to be solicitious of the safety of
White House, the Secretary of State
ever given the schools gaily pointing to his buttonhole bunchwe are sure
that the public at large will not fall
over itself in its eagerness to estab-
lish the "Non-Partisan School
Leagee" that those people seem
eager to put into existence.
The News-Democrat says
that are backed pp by the records, law is not strict enoug1h on
4(
•-1'4̀ ,Pc:=110.6==='41.c=4064:=244" i conaiderable abate of its ecgular ANNOLLIKCJIMICALTS.
revenue..
Now, whenever stock-jobbing,
wildcat speculation reckless plunging
i and market-rigging bring about a
•stmOC=0/1000041s:=Xeapsaapaasalthe same can rest easy on their pil-
lows—for 
the innocent perpetrators of
The formation of the "appendicit- 
'has not their friend Cor-
is club," which I suggested a w 
telyou the power to save them from
months ago in this deanitment, 
5 s,st. consequences of
at last been effected. Mille the a
gestion was node semi-humorou y,
the idea really seems a good one. It
strikes nee that those who have gone
down "into the valley of the shad-
ow" and looked the grim monster
fairly in the face have as good a reas-
on for organization as those who
form the "hay fever association."





tend to reduce the premiums on life
insdrance policies, for it elintinates
from the list at least one of the dread
diseases.




I It is now charged that George
Washington annually distilled2,000
barrels of Whisky on his Mt. Ver-
non estate.
The editor of the Cincinnati Com-
mercial-Tribune soliloquizes: "And
just think how refreshingly delicious
and exhilarating a jug of it would be
at this distance of time."
The editor of the Frankfort State
Journal, commenting on the above,
remarks: . "The Tfribusie editor's
mouth waters and he smacks his lips
in fond imagination. It's dollars to
doughnuts that he couldn't get twen-
ty drinks out of a gallon if turned
loose upon the inspiring fluid."
Meuse Henri of the Courier-Jour-
nal, and a certain old pencil pusher
of Paducah, are yet to be heard from.
• • •
The dog tax is all right, but it is
not fair to compel some to pay the
tax and let others off.
Every year, about this time, a great
fuss is made about the dog tax, and
the police get very busy for a few
week, a few dollars are collected and
the matter drops.
Hundreds of dogs can be
throughout the city without
Or tag.






T. for one, am opposed to the pro-
posed ordinance prohibiting the chil-
dren from skating on the sidewalks.
and I will venture the assertion that
hundreds of others are likewise op-
posed, particularly the parents of
children who have just invested in a
pair of skates, costing from $eso to
$3 oo.
It is a healthy exercise for the lit-
tle ones and comparatively harmless.
True, tte children are sornewhat in
the way on Broadway, and it might
be a good idea to keep them off this
thorouahfare, but don't take the sport
away from them entirely—let them
have the side and cross streets—we
grown-ups can dodge 'em.
Some men are prone to forget
they were once children themselves.
Let the little ones get all the joy
and pleasure possible out of life—
the stern realities will come soon
enough.
• • • •
Got a new $2o bill in your pocket?
li you have, look just above the
printed line "Register of the Treas-
ury" and you will see the signature
of "W. T. Vernon." This man, 'is ho
is a negro, black as the ace of spades
and boasts of having not a drop of
white blood in his veins, has eigned
a;) new issues and all United States
bonds since his appointment by the
president—This in a white man's
country!
Of all the thousands of white men
who put Roosevlt in the presidential
chair, he could not find one he lov-








Plain City Lodge No. 449,I &
A. als, will meet in special communi-
cation at 7:30 o'clock tins evening to






MR. LEE D. POTTER TAKES
INTEREST IN TRANSFER
BUSINESS.
President Robert L. Reeves of the
First National Bank Goes Back
to St. Louie in a Few
Days.
Mill Lee 1). Potter has closed a
deal whereby he purchased one-third
of the captial stock of the Palmer
Transfer company, acquiring the in-
tesest formerly held by Mr. W. II
Kirby who retires from the concevi
Mr. Potter assumes his duties imnk-
i.l...tely as an active member of the
Ern, and has'been chosen a director
and the vice-president.
Mr. Potter is one of Paducah's
citizens,
Mayor.
We are authorized to announce t e
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, iseaa.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
city clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce
Matzke M. McIntyre as a candidate
for lity clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May a, 1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thureday, May 2,
1907-
••••••••••••••
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May 2, 1907.
We ale authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
most sterling and reliabel cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
having served with great credit as may 2. 1907
sheriff of McCracken county for one
ttrin, and is a progressive huincssj City Assessor.
man of recognized :tending Messrs. I We are authorized to announce W.
Palmer and Wilkerson remain active- stews" Dick as a candidate for re-
ly with the business of the company,
wi:Ich operates upon the largest seak
of any similar firm in Paducah. Mr.
Potter has been in the real estate
business since early last year, but
has disposed of his interests in that
firm to his former asscaates Mr
Jnmes P. Holt.
Bank Building Plana.
President Robert L. Reeves of the
First National bank expects to leave
tcmorrow or Sunday for St. Louis,
tzking back there with him the set
o: plans for the St0000n building to
be erected at Third and Broadway
by the bank lie goes back to in-
struct tsr architect about a few min-




Lou.ssilic, March 7.—City Assess-
or Summers, who recently went
around the outskirts of the city with
Mayor Barth in order to inspect it
with a view to annexation, stated
yesterday afternoon that he believed
the whole county might be annexed
to advantage, and that the scheme
had support in the general council.
Mr. Summers said that if the
board of trade and the commercial
club will take the question up it can
be pushed through successfully. He
points out that Atlanta. St. Louis,
Chicago and other cities are compos-
ed of the counties in which they are
located, and said that the adoption
of the plan evidently proves that it
is a good one.
To the city, he said, there is the
advantage of the additional revenue,
while to the county comes, first of all
better schools. Having all the
schools of the county under one head
would enable better facilities to be
given. At present, Mr. Summers
raid, there are many localities where
children are neglected and where
their opportunities to secure educa-
tion are small.
If the plan were adopted it would
involve, most likely, action by the
legislature, since it would mean that
there would be only one tax to pay
on all property, and the county tax
would be abolished.




firming the decision of




court of appeals rendered an opin-
ion affecting every jailer in the state
and holding they are not entitled to
salary for keeping the court rooms
in order.
The case in which the deeision
was handed down was in G. H. Mit-
chell vs. Henry county.. Mitchell,
'who is the jailer of Henry county,
claimed that extra salary was due
him for taking care of the court
rooms. This the court refused to
allow, and Mitchell brought suit,
which he lost. •
The case was then appealed and
a but questioned the ability of singers was the duty of a paternal govern-
I 
the tfigher court holds that there is
no .salary provided for the jailers for
"if the 
to act it. life gay suggestion that I ntent tcoguard them aga
inst this dis-
Caruso and Bond might do the un- tressing condition by diving t
hem taking care of the court-rooms, but
grateful danehters did not appear to access to the three 'hundred
 millions that he is bound tinder his office to
of dollars which constitutes a very ISunday impress him. 
perform that duty without extra pay.
SO
of violets after an official luncheon.
Before sailing for home Signor
Puccini ;confessed- himself afraid to
attenipt putting Shakespeare in op-
era. He had thought of King Lear,
(Chicago Examiner.)
Thanks to the United States Sen-
ator George B. Cortelyou, who has
become secretary of the treasury, is
in a position to repay richly the
many favors he has received from his
Wall street friends in campaign con-
tributions to the republican party.
By the terms of the new currency
hill passed by the senate at the dic-
tation of Nelson W. Aldrich, the sec-
retary of the treasury may take from
the custom houses the three hundred
millions of annual receipts and de-
posit them in any bank he chooses to
designate.
This vast sum of the people's
money will draw no interest—for' the
people. That it will draw interest
for the banks goes without saying,
and the determination of the banks
to get all the possible incofne out of
it was shown by Aldrich's curt re-
fusal to admit into the bill a pro-
vision that the banks pay as much
for the use of the money as they
would on private funds deposited in
like amounts.
This measure was passed under the
pretenae of relievine the money
market. Aldrich and Senator Spoon-
er insisted that the struggling finan-
cial firms, whose establishments are
grouped on the lower end of Man-
hattan Island, are constantly men-
aced by lack of money, and that it
electiGn to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907•
•
City Jailer.
We are autborued to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase fur city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
19127
We are aothorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 1,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Ilymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1407.
We are authorized to announce the
Andidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
j;.;ler, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratte Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May .a.
totr.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weille for school
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday,
May 2.
Repre•entative.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Eugene Graves for rep-
resentative of McCracken county in
the general assembly, subject to the
action of the democratic mass con-
vention, to be held March 3o, by Mc-
Cracken county voters at the county
court house.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Wiles T. McKinney for
representative of tifcCracken county
in the general assembly, subject to
the action of the democratic mass
convention, to be held March y, by
McCracken county voters at the
county court house.
FORAKER STRIKES SNAG
IN OHIO POLITICAL PLAN
Washington, March 7.—Correspon
dence was given out today at the
white house wpich indicates that
Senator Foraker has been given a
setback in Ohio politics on a scheme
he had apparently worked up in the
interest of Foraker politics. The
wory has bisen that Forakea and
Dick made promises at the Dayton
convention to seoure the appoint-
inent as judge of the new federal
district in Ohio of J. J. Evans, a
friend of Foraker. President Roose-
velt has received a letter from For-
aker in which he says be strver made
any promises to Evans. The presi-
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Coats, Fine Suits
Shirtwaists and Skirts are being
sold very cheap now at.,






THE OLD OFFICIALS WILL
SERVE FOR ANOTHER
TERM.
Former Paducah Boy's Betrothal la
Announced--Miassonary Tea
This Afternoon.
'The art entertainment by the Wo-
roan's club yesterday afternoon at
CITICC parish house was one of the
roost cultured, Instructive and appre-
ciative affairs given for a long while,
as the stereoptican illustrations and
accompanying detailed explanations
teemed with interesting points. The
parish house was filled with a large
crowd.
During the afternoon the officers
whose terms expire now, were re-
elected for another term, they being
Mrs. J. Campbell llournoy, second
vice-president; Mrs. Elbridge Palmer,
treasurer; ;Mrs Eli G. Boone, cor-
responding secretary When the club
was organized last year half the ofli-
eels were named for two terms and
half for one term so the latter would
expire this year. Now these ladies
are chosen for two terms which will
he the length of the tenure hereafter.
This makes ha:i the places expire
etich year.
Mrs. Jame. A Rudy, the president,
yrsterday selected Miss Adine Mor-
ton as chairman of the Civic depart-
ment to take the place made vacant
by the resignation of the former
chairman, Mee John G. Miller, who
gave up the &MC* on account of her
Well Known Here.
The Louisville papers announce
the betrothal of Miss Florence /less
of Baltimore and Mr. E.:bridge Pal-
iner Bernheint of Louisville. The
hitter is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 1.
W Bernheim, formerly o! Paducah.
Missionary Tea.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon the
Woman's Auxiliary will give a mis-
sionary tea at Grace church parish
house, Mrs. M B. Nash presiding
The programme is:
Paper on "Carey, the Pioneer"—
Mrs. Joseph Gardner.
Paper on 'Punta Mission"—Mrs.
Hal Corbett.
Report on "Progress of the King-
dom"—Mrs. R. A. Hicks.
Hymn.
POVERTY TURNS THE
U. OF M. PROFESSORS
nirro SHOPKEEPERS
Poor Pay and High Price of Living
Compels Ann Arbor Tutors to
Open Co-operative Store.
Ann Arbor, Mich., March 7.—A co-
operative store among the professors
at the university of Michigan will
r-obably be established, similar to
the one conducted by the students.
The professors say that because of
high living expenses they will have
to do somethIng soon. Many of thns.
firs.t-class men, who have been on
the faculty for years, have not re-
ceived an increase in pay for a de-
cade or more, having reached thc
limit that the university can afford,
and since their salaries have been
set at this figure the meanest laborer
ciir the campus has had his pay doub-
led, and in some eases trebled, be-
cause of the increased cost of living.
And still the professors draw the
same sized. check.
For the last two years the students
of the university have been success-
ful in conducting a '`co-np" store and
claim to have saved money by this






K. C. Cheek of Fulton Passed Exam-
ination and Goes to Annapo-
lis Academy.
Professor Shrieves, head of the sci-
ence department of the high school,
will this afternoon take his class to
'he gas plant on North Third street
and let them be brought in personal
contact with the workings of the in-
stitution, which is included its their
scientific studies.
Professor Shrieves is one of the
most thorough scientific educators in
the country, graduating with high
honors at the celebrated Harvard
university, and appreciates the great
benefits derived from personal obser-
lotion on part of the students
matters coming in their studies.
Goss to Academy.
M. C. Cheek of Fulton has received
the appointment to attend the United
States naval academy at Annapolis,
and shortly karts for his course at
that intitufson. He was appointed
for the examination hy Congressman
011ie )ames, and standing the tests,
got the appointment for a cholarship.
He is the 17-year-old son of Profes-
:or J. C. Cheek, the supenntendent
oi the Fulton public %cools, who was
an applicant for the superintendency
of the Paducah public schools before




Band Goten Together By Those
Operated Upon.
"The Appendicitis Club- is the
latest asociation organized in this
city,the membership of which con-
sists of parties who have had appen-
dicitis and been operated on by the
physicians Captain T. J. Moore,
the well known detective, is presi-
dent of the club, Mr J. K. Burkham
is vice president while Mr. George
Katterjohn is chief medical exami
tier. All three of these gentlemen
were attacked by the ailment and
had to have their affleted appendices
removed, while for weeks they lay
in an uncertain state, but finally re-
covered, despite the attention of the
(*.factors.
There are about seventy-five or
cne hundred people of this city who
have been operated on for appendi-
citis, and during their meetings they
have discussions on "Gates Ajar"
and "The Valey of the Shadow of
Death" and other scenes they viewed
for many days, thanks to assistance
of the physicians.
To Punish Wife Deserters.
Des Moines. Iowa. March 7.—The
Iowa legislature this afternoon en-
acted a law to punish wife deserters.
It provides for a punishment not to
exceed one year in the penitentiary
for husbands who desert their wives
or their legitimate or legally adopted
children in destitute circumstances.
An effort was nude to have the
bill amended in the house to as to
make the punishment applicable to
women as well who might desert des-
titute husbands. This was declared
but an effort to kill the measure and
was voted down.
The senate passed the bill includ-
ing illegitimate children, but -'the
house struck this word out a the
measure. The senate will concur
in the amendments and it will po to
the governor for signature.
The subcommittee has cttnipleted
the draft of the primary. to be
officers, and the entire store is run reported to the house anct Fnate. It
by the students a plurality measure.
SONG SERVICE •
THIS EVENING




The W. C. T. U. is Preparing for a
Cake Sale to be Given March
16—Mite Society Meets.
During this evening's worship at
Temple Israel church a special song
service will be rendered commencing
at 7:30 o'clock. Those assisting are
Mts. Lelia Wade Lewis, soprano;
Miss Mayme Dryfuss, contralto; Mr.
Slavin Mall, tenor; Mr. Emmett Bag-
by, basso; Miss Caroline Ilamm,
organist.
41111=1,
W. C. T. U. Cabe Sale.
At the W. C. T. U. meeting yes-
terday afternoon it was decided to
give a cake salle on Saturday, March
te. Arrangements are being made
hr a fine location on Broadway for
the sale.
An invitation was received from
Mrs. Emma Byrd to hold the next
meeting, 'Thursday, March 14, at her
home. By unanimous vote the mo-
tion was accepted. Mrs. Pearl Nor-
s ell, superintendent of mothers'
!meting, will have charge of the pro-
Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite Society of the
Pirst. Baptist church Will meet at 3
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. A.
J. Wyatt of stg North NiNnth street.
MRS EDDY TO COME
IN OPEN AND FIGHT
Plans to Rout Enemies By Submit-
ting to Examination By
Lawyer'.
Concord, N. H, March 7 --Mrs.
Mary Baker Glover Eddy, head of
the Christian Science church, is plan-
ing a move, according to those clos-
est to her tonight, that is to put to
tout within the next week the forces
which are endeavofing to obtain a 14-
ceiver for her estate on the ground
that she is bordering on senile de-
mentia
She intends, it is said, to awe!,
any subpoena served on her, and to
appear before a magistrate if called
i.poit. She will testify to anything
which the court *hall rule is relevant
to the cafp‹;
That United States Senator C
tiler aml his associate connsel
decided to not spare Mrs. Eddy
demonstrated today when Attorney
Howe of counsel for Mrs. Eddy's
son. said:
"In this case we ice no reason for
tre.ating Mrs. Eeldy any differently
than we should treat a poor woman
who as as owner of a small farm and
whose next of kin believed her to
he mentally incapacitated. The law
is no respecter of persons."
"If Mrs. Eddy should appear ',c-
line a magistrate," said one of the
highest members of the Christidan
Science church here 'tonight. "her
enemies would be effectually Circum-
vented in their machinations. I see
no reason why she should not appear
The examination would be private.
The law does not contemplate the
taking of depositions in public and
her counsel could protect her in the
matter of questions that were asked
her.
"She, therefore, has nothing to
fear, and by following such a course
she would be taking up the challenge
ni her enemies with a vengeance.
They are on record as saying they
arc merely in an honest search for
truth in respect to her mental con-
dition/ and that if she showed her-
'elf in public in any way she elected
3r' that all who saw her could see
that he mind had not been impaired.
they would be content and would
drop the suit immediately."
Tomorrow the petition in equity,
which came from the printer•tonight,
will be served. Mrs. Eddy continues
firm in her position to see the matter
through to the end.
Evidently Not a Subscriber.
In this issue appears the announce-
ment of Mr. W. C. Black, of Bar-
boursville, announcing himself a can-
didate for railroad commissioner. We
know very little of Mr. Black—Hy-
den (Ky.) Thousandsticks.




Tbe Board of Works' Suggestion Will Be Carried Into
Etfect and Pumping Station Fitted for Ample
Needs For Many Yew s to Come—Street De- .
partment Fund Will Be Sifted so as not
to Cause Deficit---Aldermen Meet
In preparing to enlarge and im-
prove the pumping station for the
sanitary sewerage system of this city,
the aldermen last evening, at sugges-
tion of the board of public works, re-
que4ted the latter board, together
with the general council sewer com-
mittee, to delve into the proposition
and report batik to the legislative
bodies what they thought was neces-
sary to put the pumping station in
condition sufficient to care for the
senerage system for some years to
come. The foresight of the board of
works in safeguarding the sewerage
system in this respect, was readily
recognized by the aldermen, who ac-
quiesced in the suggestion that mat-
ters be taken up at once, and when
the report is handed back, showing
what will be needed, authority for
the installation will then be taken
up.
When the original swernge sys-
tem was constructed ten years ago
the pumping station vAas built at
Third and Clay streets to pump the
sewage and offal out of the mains
when the river was so high the nat-
ural grade of the sewers would not
of itself empty the maim. Now dis-
trict No. a for the sewerage system
is being constructed, and includes a
tettitory twice as large as the origi-
nal district. This added district will
have its pipes connected with the
original system, hence the sewage of
bsth will flow through the same out-
Irt at Third and Clay. The old sta-
tion machines are not large enough
to care for the combined demands
made on them, therefore larger and
better machines will have to be in-
stalled, while the board of works
thinks a gasoline engine should be
put in to run the machines, which
heretofore have been operated with
e:ectricity furnished thy the atrees
car comjany, at the enormous charge
of Pi per day. The city's power-
house is not equipped with apparatus
of this kind needed to furnish thc
current, hence the patronage of the
private corporation. This engine will
save thousands of dollars, and is in-
cluded along with the other proposed
improvements. .
The aldermen directed the joint
re.et and finance committee to fig-
re out what uses the $33.0oo street
fund is to be put this year. in order
not to leave a deficit at the end of
the year This action was taken
after there was presented by Mayor
Yeiser the following letter from
President Wilhelm of the board of
public works:
Paducah, Ky. March 7.—To the
Mayor and General Council, Paducah,
Ky Gentlemen: The Board of
Public Works would respectfully call
your attention to the fact that in its
annual report of a few weeks ago, the
sum of $4o,000 was requested for the
purpose of meeting the expenses of
the street department for tor; that
sum to be composed of $3o,000 for
streets, $ss000 for street cleaning and
$snoo for culverts, fills and bridge
repairs. The $4o,000 was reduced to
&slow by the general council in
making the annual appropriations.
and made available under the head
of "Streets," and to which. is charge-
able all expense for street repairs,
the city's portion of new streets,
sidewalks, curbs and gutters, the en-
tire maintenance of the sewer de-
partment, the cleaning of streets and
goiters, and the cost of new arid re-
pairs to, bridges, culverts and fills.
Under the law or the custom in
Paducah, the general council desig-
nates the number and amount of
new streets, sidewalks, curbs, gutters,
%ridges, fills and culverts to be built,
the city's portion of the cost of these
improvements being chargeable to
the street fund, and which means
that both the general council and the
Board of Public Works have ,acccss
to the same fund, and that while the
Board of Public Works, in a sense,
is held responsible for the expendi-
tures, yet in the matter of new work
or improvements, the amount to be
expended for that purpose is entirely
within the discretion of the general
council.
As the Board of Public Works pro-
poses, if possible, to keep the ex-
penditures for "streets" for 1907
within the sum appropriated, $33,000,
and in order to enable it to act in-
telligently in the matter and to have
the co-operation of the general coun-
cil to that end, we respectfully re-
quest the general council to kindly
give this board an idea of the 'probs.
able amount of improvements it has
in view for the year 19.37 that will be
chargeable to the "street fund." With
that information this board will have
an idea of the amount of funds at its
disposal for street repairs, street
cleaning and the sewer department.
We cannot refrain from again
calling your attention to the fact that
practically no repairs were made to
the gravel streets in 1906, and that
according to the street inspector's
annual report, less gravel was used
last year for repairs than in any one
year for over 15 years past; also that
when the new sewer district is com-
pleted and accepted this summer,
the expenses of that department will
be increased- very materially.
Trusting that you will appreciate
our situation in the premises, and
that you will assist us to the extent
indicated, we are, respectfully,
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
By Jas. E. Wilhelm, President.
The Daughters of the American
Revolution had the mayor present
the aldermen a communication stat-
ing that the Daughters had ample
funds to erect a handsome fountain
at the Broadway end of the public
traiket at Second street, and the la-
dies desired the legal permission to
do this. There was then presented
an ordinance the ladies had drawn up
Oimselves, and which provided that
the woman be given the desired right,
that the fountain should not occupy
more space than ten feet square, it ti
not stand so as to interfere with the
free egress and ingress of people
visiting the market. The ladies of-
fered to give the city a bond, guaran-
teeing the municipality against any
!WIs by virtue of the brick street be-
ing torn up at the market house end.
so the fountain can be put down.
The ladies only ask that the fountain
he kept cleaned out and in good con-
dition after it is completed, when it
%ill be turned over to the city for
control. First adoption was given
this measure.
When the original sewerage sys-
ten, was put down ten years ago, the
contractor overlooked running a lat-
eral from the main pipe underneath
the street Across the abutting side-
walk to the line of private property
owners on South Seventh near Jack-
son street, so the owners could con-
nect with the sewers. The parties
!wanting to connect, the aldermen
empowered the board of public
works to have the lateral laid.
The February report was filed.
allowing 45.634.36 balance on hand
February i in the public treasury;
j12,oss.97 collected during that
month, $13,746.76 spent, leaving a
balance March m of $43.974.07.
Bills and salaries amounting to
A57.483.71 were allowed. The board
ratified the councilmanic action of
compromising for $r,too the suit
where Addie Crutchfield has gotten
2.000 damages in the courts against
the municipality on account of the
death of sr hostrool. who.rode his
bicycle ow the Aid(' of the steep em-
bankment of the Sixth street bridge
spanning Island creek, and killing
h:mself, his neck breaking.
Mrs. 0. King has sold one half of
her Oak Grove burying lot to Robert
Rickets, and the aldermen ratified
the transfer.
The street committee and board
of public works were authorized to
irvestigate the request of property
owners that Jackson street be extend-
ed from its present terminus to the
city limits. After the investigation
thcee bodies will report back what
they think shoul be done.
The board of superivsora recom-
mended that John Keithley's assess-
ment on his property for city tax
purposes be reduced by $roo, but as
the supervisors themselves, and not
the legislative authorities, are the
proper parties to make property val-
ustion reductions, the aldermen did
nothing with the recommendation.
The saloon license money of Bar-





Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-








having been refuse31.41ate desired lic-
ense to open a saloon at 1249 liar-
rieon street.
The report of the board of super-
visors was received, it showing the
total assessed valuation of city prop-
erty for municipal tax purposes this
year. The supervisors made some
recommendation and these were re-
ferred to the finance committee and
presidents of the two boards of the
general council.
Jewell brothers applied for a li-
cense to open a saloon at toot North
Sixth street, but as the application
was not made out properly, action
on it was deferred until the law is
complied with, when it will then be
taken up. When it is before the
house there will t e entered against
its issual a protest citizens around
the proposed locatiot . filed last night,
bitterly opposing the place being
opened.
Stanley Miller, the assistant city
engineer, goes to California to locale
March Is, and as there will be SO -
more meetings of the boards before
then, his half month's salary is now
alowed, to be paid him the middle of
this month so he would not have to
wait over until the ensuing board
sessions for the allowance
A. G. Sullivan withdrew his appli-
cation for a license to open a saloon
St issts Broad street.
A. Bundsman, who is claiming he
is sewerage inspector, while the
board of works contends he is not,
complained to the aldermen that the
board of works would not recognize
him so he cotIld discharge the duties
he wanted to. The aldermen ignored
the complaint by filing it away and
taking no action, as it has no right
before the legislative boards, the
board of works having charge of the
sewerage department.
The ordinance committee was di-
rected to bring in an ordinance pro-
viding that after the first of next
year the city engineer's salary shall
be $2,,000 annually instead of $1,floo
as it is at present. The engineer has
offers to go elsewhere at a fine sal-
ary, but agrees to remain here for
$2,000, and the necessary measure is
to be brought in.
The board of works was asked to
have a hole repaired in the concrete
sidewalk in front of the building
where Hawkins' cafe formes,ly stood
on Broadway
Further time was given the com-
mittee that has in hand the question
of buying part of the I. C. river front
property for VP" itt a driveway to
the public
First asi.opsh i was given the or-
dinan -• r• '-in the tax rate this year
at e, •
It Was decided to give the city
solicitor as per cent. of all back
taxes he collects for years preceding
1906. Ile has Seen getting TO per
cent. heretofore.
Chief of Police Collins' report was
filed, showing sfines and costs col-
lected during February in the police
court.
The Paducah Distilleries company
was granted a license to sell liquo-
in quantities between one quart and
five gallons at its place of busine5
on South Third street.
On motion the board adjourned.
A mound of walrus' tusks was re-
cently unearthed by railroad rite,-
neers in California.
"Wanted," read the advertisement
"a young woman for starching ant
hanging up. Apply at laundry."
'A nursemaid in Irkutsk. Siberia.
poisoned the thild given in her care
to get rid of the trouble of watching.
it.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESUT.'T'S.
  ••••••
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer inTiitie and:Cement Agent for W..itehall and Agatite_Cement _
441m, KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM •











Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'
ll
say there is a great difference.
THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy per
fumes.
We know how to store 
per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our know
ledge
of these requisites is what eta
-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since






The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
12.!:ause it iro▪ ns smothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tile button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It Irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is nabs-
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Mose taa
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS fHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
iNCOORA r
. 306 SWIM ' Day and Night
_analogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennesset River Packs
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.11n For the Round Trip teUV Tennessee river & retur'
It is a trip of pleasure, comi
c)*
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave tacit
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 11. •
For other information apply to jai





Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlimitied Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
- '4141,11
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, f..r.5o each, without
mega; Sa.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats._ For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pau. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
Whzt is said to be the greatest drug
'ore in the world exists in Moscow,
and is 203 years old. Since 1393 it has
been in the family of the present pro-
prietor. It is a building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
tine for the professional edu
•-ation of the staff, which numbers
700 persons. They matte tip shred
Veto prescriptions a day.





The state railroad commission is to
be congratulated on its report to the
legislature on the -ccent railroad
wrecks in Indiana. It has made a
cateful investigation of the whole
subject, and its conclusions seem to
be rati)1,a1 and just. Certainly it is
.6 cendemntrg railroad con.,
patties for accidents caused by faing
-o expena enough it oney for repars
to keep tl;e:r tracks anti
stc ck in tale condition. That s—t
of economy 15 criminal when it re-
sults in loss of life or injury to pass-
engers, and it ought to be made so
by law.
Equally impressive are the obser-
vations of the commission as to the
violations of rules. It may be that
rules are not violated by the major-
ity of employes, or that they are not
violated habitually, but there is no
escape from the commission's con-
clusion that "the facts in the acci-
dents at Fowler and Woodville show
most flagrant violations of rules."
There is no legitimate excuse for
violation of rules that are made for
the safety of the traveling public. It
ought to be made a violation of law,
and every employe who violates
rules should understand that he takes
the full responsibility of all possible
,nasequences when he does so, even
to the guilt of manslaughter. Rail-
road men of all classes will do well
to consider this passage:
''We think that the state of Indiana,
by its general assembly and by its
railroad commission, by appropriate
action, should impress on the men as
as the officiali that the railroad
is not a private highway: that a rail-
road corporation is not a private cor-
oorat'on, owned entirety by its stock-
holders, but a public service corps-
ration; that the men who operate the
pas-senger trains are not only ser-
vants of the corporation, but are pub-
lic servants, and owe a paramount
duty of safe transportation, more im-
,Isalsaijac and more important than
the duty that they owe to the own-
ers Of the property from whom they
receive their employment.
That is what public service corpo-
rations will have to come to sooner
or later. Nobody has any right to
kill or mains other people, or to
authorise any other person to do so.
Nobody can be allowed to maintain
condit:ons that endanger the life or
safety of others. Public sentiment
will not permit it for atry grcit
length of time, and it stood not do
SO. Persistence in a disregard of
'he r;ghts of the traveling publiz
can only result in a storm of indig-
nation that will compel attention to




Union County Man Remy(' This
Sum for Animal.
'Antos W. Ilarrie & Son. of W.i.cr-
ly, end, d• Saturday at Louisvills one
of the greatest hog sales CV!: con-
duct:it says the Uniontown Ts!,
gram. More than aoo breeders from
all parts of the country attended the
sale. Thirty-four hogs sold by Har-
ris 8c Sons, of Waverly. brought an
average of $am. The highest price
paid for a single hog was $53o. Har-
ris & Sons refused an offer of $6.000
for their big hog. Comodore. The
'hogs were shipped Saturday to their
new owners.
Harris & Sons are breeders of Du-
roc-Jersey hogs, and are making Un-
ion county famous along this line.
Many other enterprising farmers of
this vicinity are hewing along the
same lines, and before long it is be-
lieved a greater interest will be tak-
en here in the raising of fine stock.
These strong prices certainly ought
to be an inducement.
The Stage Westerner a Type.
Plays of western life have been in,
fashion in New York during the last
year—an admirable fashion. promis-
ing much for the 'American drama,
for it is out of the vast, indefinite
"west" that the big story is likely
to come. The spirit of life there is
broader, freer, bigger; the people arc
franker in their sins of commission,
and not smugly conscious of their
virtues; they have a keener compre-
hension of the real things in this
headlong national development of
ours. Their feet rest more firmly
on the honest soil: their head: arc
nearer the stars. There have been
bad western dramas, painfully bad,
but even the worst have in them
something free and good. declares
Everybody's. It is true that the typ-
ical stage westerner, whom we know
as well as we know our pockets,
wheher they are in trousers or hand-
bag, never existed in the flesh. But
then I don't believe that anyone ever
saw a ballot box That looks like an
hour, glass cut in two, nor a work-
ingman wearing a square paper cap;
these are mere symbols, •juest as is
the stage westerner, of real things
that no one ever dreams of question-
ing.
Value of Ostrich Plumage.
The record of a male ostrich in the
pessession f II. Oliver of Ouds-
boorn. Cape Colony, shows the the
bird has brought him in a sum of
over $10,000 in plumage.—Ex.
'X profit is not without honor save
Olen investigated. • ,
There is perhaps no angrier com-
munity in the length and breadth of
England just now than the people of
"ye ancient toune of Coventry."
They simply decline to believe that
while they slept a woman rode
through the streets on horseback in
much the same way as their beloved
Godiva made the journey in the days
of long ago. Their unbelief, however,
does not dispose of the fact, says a
London telegram.
All this skepticism was aroused by
the feat of "La Milo," a beautifully
shaped woman, who is going the
rounds of the variety theaters. in Lon-
don posing as certain classical fig-
ures "in the altogether."
Her midnight ride mule through
the streets of Coventry has only had
the effect of adding to the personal
enjoyment she has derived from the
realization of a strange whim.
Tells of Her Ride.
'Knowing that steps had been tak-
en to d•scredit the story, I took ad-
vantage of Lo Milo's presence in
Liverpool," writes a correspondent,
"to call upon her and hear what site
had to say.
"The fact that her ffat was told in
less detail in the newipapers than ir
might have been was a concession to
local feeling and protection to sonic
extent to those who, in the face of
the authentic particulars, might have
been called upon to account for al-
lowing a nude woman to pass through
the streets.
"La Milo talked freely of her es-
capade. When she was a mere girl,
she said, she made up her mind that
if ever she found herself in Coven-
try she would repeat the feat of
Lady Godiva, and when she arrived
there on her tour the whim returned
Rode a White Horse.
"She says she would have made
the ride without secrecy but for the
frowns of officialdom whose sanc-
tion she sought, it being refused.
"Therefore, she took matters into
her own 'hands. Iler ride started at
2 a. m. She was made up at the the-
ater as she does for her usual show,
the only difference being that the
preparation she used contained prop-
erties for resisting cold. With a big
cloak, she left the stage door for St.
Mary's hall and mounted a white
steed in waiting for her. She strap-
ped hr cloak to the side of her sad-
dle, for use in case of emergency.
and rode fairly rapidly through the
streets which the legend gives aft
Godiva's probable route.
"Apparently there was no local
'Peeping Tom' to tell of her ride. At
any rate Milo got back to the thea-
ter without a soul having seen her.
A flashlight photograph was then
taken ct her as she sat on the horse.
Her Identity a Mystery.
No one knows who La Milo Is.
It is believed she is the daughter of
a nobleman in reduced circumstances,
although it has been stated that she
is the daughter of a deceased bishop.
In posing as a nude statue she
covers her body and face with a prep-
aration which is a puzzle to every
one. It is a powder which gives to
'her skin the color and tone of white
marble, imparting an air of chaste
and classical severity.
Among the famous statues which
she personates are the Ventre de Mi-
lo. the Venus de Medici, the Diana
of the Louvre, and the Venus of Ca-
nova.
Some of Her Proportions.
1.a Milo is 5 feet 8 inches in height
and measures 38 inches around her
bust and 42 inches around her hips.
Her 'head is fl 1-2 inches high and
her figure is just eight times the
height of her head. She is two
heads OT 17 inches across the shoul-
ders and one head and three-quar-
ters across theli jive Her limbs are




(Harriet Quimby in Leslie's Weekly)
N report recently issued by the
New York Audubon society contains
an appeal for food for wintcr birds.
By publicity these appeals are grad-
ually heeded. Persons who probably
never gave a thought as to how the
birds got through the winter month=
have taken it upon themselves to look
out for the little colony near their
home. Many of the birds of the
north do nor go south for the win-
ter, and they have their troubles, like
the human family, and a death rate,
according to the Audubon society,
appallingly great. Among the Bronx,
New York, are the robin, song-spar-
row, blue bird, myrtle warbler, nu-
thatch, -brown creeper, tree sparrow,
white-throated sparrow, chickadee,
and Bohemian wax wing. There arc
also, among the less musical, mem-
bers of the crow, the blue jay, and
woodpecker families that stay in the
north. During the cold snaps many
of these birds succumb to the lack
of food and shelter. The provision
made for these winter guests con-
sists mainly in the ty:ng of pieces of
suet firmly to the limbs of trees, that
the birds may peck at them. Ac-
cording to the league and the Audu-
bon societies, any one in city or
country scattering seeds and bird
crumbs around his home or on the
window sill will in time be rewarded
with strange visitors; for even the
shyest of wild birds become friendly
when winter emits off their supply of
f oodt
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
* 4
• WORK FOR IDLE WOMEN *
* *
OttitaltirtaitikilkeilittP*41-0411*******
The discussion stirred up by Rob-
ert Hunter's statement that 60,000
or moo children in New York City
alone arrive at school hungry and
unfitted for work has not yet died
ciown. It threw the searchlight of in-
quiry upon a condition not generally
known, and aroused widespread in-
terest in a state of affairs that bad-
ly seeds remedying.
The .vel) to do mother, who not
only sees that her child has a sub-
stantial breakfast, but packs 'him up
a nourishing lunch, rarely, if ever,
gives a thought to what it would
mean to him if he were not thus prop-
erly fed. Many of the women who
are interested in the work of the
juvenile courts and various reforma-
tories for children do not realize how
much farther back they need go if
they really want to help these un-
fortunate children to a better, teright-
er life.
If women who are interested in
charitable work, .especially that part
of it that has to do with the children
of the poor, would bend their ener-
gies to feeding the children of the
slums who go to school much of the
later work connected with reforma-
tories and juvenile courts would be
taken out of their hands. The first
handicap of the child of poverty is
underfeeding and lack of nourish-
ment—not always lack of food, but
lack of the right food. This in it-
self is a principal cause of the ter-
rible infant mortality that slaughters
the babies of today as ruthlessly as
Herod did of old. But even when
the child survives lie is a weakling.
He is a prey to disease. Ile "takes"
everything that is epidemic. And
when lie goes to school he has al-
ready a handicap. If he could be
given nourishing food even now.
emsch uould be done for him. lint
when 'he attends setiooI with no
nourishing food—and 6o,000 or 70,000
children do—when he has little or no
lunch—anti that is the case with
thousands—how expect hint to study
with any strength either of iiill or
mentality? A child weak from hun-
ger is in no condition to profit from
lesions. It ie from this great class
of underfed, ill nourished children
who make no progress in school that
the 'backward" children, the degen-
erate. the vicious anal the criminal.
are drawn, who are a tax upon the
i purse and a burden upon 
the heart
of every philanthropic citizen. 
.
Women could do much by work-
ing at this problem of providing
either breakfast or lunch tor these
hungry children. They could agitate
the matter until the city government
did it, and they could form commit-
tees in each ward to do it if the civic
authorities would not. They could' at
least work unceasingly until the
way opened.
Other countries are much ahead
of America in this, in spite of our
conceit that we lead the world in all
good work. In Germany, Italy. Nor-
way, Brussels and France a system
of school meals is successfully con-
ducted.
The subject is a large one. The
work is pressing. Any woman who
needs a field of work need go no
further than this.—Ex.
WOMEN OF THE WORLD.
Women have recently captured
some desirable scientific honors.
Mme Ieabelle bfassiar. an explorer
famous in geographical societies all
over the world for her discoveries,
has had the cross of the Legion of
Honor bestowed upon 'her by the
French government for the "dis-
tinguished services" which she ren-
dered to French geographical science
by exploring the desert of Gobi, the
vast "inland sea" of China, which oc-
cupies much of the high tableland. of
Eastern Asia. The feat entailed the
endurance of hardships that would
daunt most men, and the covering of
2,500 miles in a rough Chinese cart
in a barren country, sparsely settled
with barbaric Mongolian and Tartar
tribes.
Mlle. Talan, the daughter of a Pa-
risian chemist, has won the honor of
being the first woman in France to
take the degree of Doctor of Chem-
istry. The treatise which did the
work—a learned paper on oxydized
ether glucose and its action on su-
gar—has received a great deal of ad-
miring and wondering comment from
the Parisian sages. 
.
M. Clemenceau, the French leader.
in his youth taught school in Con-
necticut and married a Connecticut
girl, the daughter of the late Gen-
eral Hiram Berdan, who had two
charming daughters. The other one
is now the wife of F. Marion Craw-
ford.
Aims at Mine Voting.
Lansing, Mich., March 7.—Legisla-
tion affecting the reported effort of
the Calumet and Hecla Mining com-
pany to get control of the Centennial.
Allot= and Osceola copper mining
properties was put in progress in the
Michigan legislature today. A bill
to prevent the stockholders in one
company from voting the majority
of stock in another was introduced,
passed by the senate and made the
special order for tomorrow' in the
'house. Its backers are planning to
make every effort to have the bill
enacted and given effect before the
annual meetings of some of these
companies on March 12. By an act
passed two years ago the Michigan
anti-trest law was rendered ineffec-
tive in regard to mining companies.
FREE . TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1.4 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $r
for the year's subscription to their
great serni-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No, 10, "The
Spring Girl" No, it, or "The Summer
'Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
to take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The best recommenda.
tion that we can give them is to allegi
that if you are not thoroughly skis.
tied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pies
ture to them. •
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUSLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and Same
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE.'
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semis
weekly faniy paper in the cotuitry.
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in Amtricas
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pie..
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bane
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. Ai.
dress all orders to the St. Loins Re.
public, St. Louis, Mo
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCES
Accident, Life, Liability, steam Boiler.
Campbell Block.






Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of owr pat rone and the citizens of Padua& wa
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the mum
ing Register office at 533 Broaden y. where the peblk is invited no cal
when desiring the address of any r estdent of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATICS.











































































Loaded Black Powder Slat
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The 0•11111
For Sale Evervv•her0.
s.
tURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE STENOGRJOHERV ENOLISN. NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED. COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS








































ilix-Xile Walk Every Day WIII
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farts
Sr, three miles south of this city, be
heves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
ereeled this section he was much sought
'Ater to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
bf heroic courage. The boy confided
tis ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to yoin an or-
ganization that meant weekly Injury
and possible frequent dissigureratent
"I need the esercise," was the re
Joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck, pere, was equal to the emer-
gency "Hereafter, my son," said he.
041nstead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and horn.
in the evening, you can walk. If that
does not furnish you suffielent exercise,
I can and something else for you to
•do in the mornings ad n evenings "
1.4 For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three mikes away, and
home in the same way. The exercises
Las been beneficial, but financially it
Las been a losing gams few his tether
for the boy's appetite has green is
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
elf tar more value than mosey. Noth-
les Is.',., said by the son of "lack of
exercise." and if be continues to hash-
er eller membenthip In the football
team, he is trim enough to keep It te
himself, fearing • nightie Introduction
to • good sired woodpile at bout.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those at Canada Bid lair to Illarpean
Any Other, in the
V
le World.
I "Camels will yet furnish to the world
Its Iron supply. It will be at the same
tenth iron as with wheat. A decade from
mew Caaada will outstrip all other coos..
(lies in wheat fretting. The producties
of iron at a cheaper rats than it can be
Meade elsewhere will cause Canada to
flake • similar eosition as far as iron is
meseerned. In ten years Canada will
Stave become a eat metallurgical cone-
'try. p You will see an iron industry in
ails dominion larger than in any other
;try in the world" Them saith Dr..17.. T. Hernele the French metallurg-
,Isal expert, in tentor of the electric
Imaelting process named In his honor.
tlekg iron. he says, is the basis for strue
•I tarsi and other steel. "At present Can.
lads spends W 0e0.000 to $40,000.000 Is
Ileisyhis steel abroad The idea ought to
be to make that steel in this country out
,of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la.
her. Think of %bat it means! The re-
otestion in Canada of $40,000.000 now
clearly spent abroad, the supplying of
:the new demand for steel rails, struc-
'Ural steel, and ether chutes@ of the prod.
act which have arisen In consequence
of the country's development, the pmflt-
able sale of your surplus products In for-
eign markets, and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on lion and steel.
Is Swedes the quantity of ore is suffi-
cient to supply the markets of tbe world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has




THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colorado Ranchers Gem* 'Upon a
Find That Is Rare sad
Valuable
The spectacle of 30 elk Ins,de an In'
closure is something rarely seen In
this country, but nevertheless such a
eight has been witnessed by several ot
our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denver
Stmpubhicnc.
Mrs. M. J. Westfall has a school see
tIon near the head of Willow creek
which is entirely fenced, making as
Inclosure a mile square. This is well
op in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and a
party of riders, who were out roundlet'
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride Into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
awl and followed the line of the fence
snaking no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weaponl
and contented themselves with watch
tug the bunch for some time, and ther
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage ia
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
Johanoesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married, a
Johannesbprg hank clerk obtained
three months' salary and $165 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal.
the court remarking that any agree-
anent In restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public
His Happiest Hour.
He—Do you remember the night I
leaked you to marry me?
gesse-yas, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Ah! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"—
echo do Paris.
1 His Point of View.
Ntirea--See, Charlie, the stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes, that's the way! Just
as I'm getting on in the world comp
eitItioa Inglas.-711itta4. Visas&
Some of Their Blunders 'leaks
Employer's We a Byrd...L—
A Few Instances.
tbai oglgim" Was No Dago Because He Had
Uncles Who Were
In some stenographic systems en
arbitrary sign may stead for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to this
heart-oore," was what was said, widths
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "Therms°i
was but transient, though," was large,
recognisable as "The rammer was
trains end through." A rear-mad soe
halos was evidently in that girl's naval
"As manna fed the Jews." was he
jealously tortured by another ',ousel
woman into "As mamma fed the jays."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laughs. the Lana
cent." crooned the num. one day, melee
lug the opening lines of some projestad
baby verses. When Ute typewrite,
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
Uthecont," he .calmed her visage
ffillIale Yield: "The vole* of Dr. Roan
was heard calling for assistance," aad ii
same out: -The vice of Dr. Josh Lam
was hard kitties fear assistants."
When "Bat she held Jake too dearer
for that, and eia—pasiesei en," was dic-
tated, and it came out: -But she lield
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
passed, one,' would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machtne with
an elementary knowledge of gambling/
Occasionally • new beast or bird Is
discovered be the typewriter, thus:
'The sea-quail was, etc ." the intantlos
being "the sequel was, etc." This was in
Line with a blunder made by the NW
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another ex:casket she declaxed that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
aquirtal," Instead of their leaving
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon a
Ulm she had been • waitress inc popular
restaurant, the reason la clear why
`Rest the males of the dynasty" was
elic.ked out: "First, the male of the
tiimersty." This sounds like a "made-
up," but it is fearful fact-
"The president was beard with ac-
claim," dictated the man. "The present
was hard with a dam," was what the
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
she taarfulle hunted for bet notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTri.
Aged Parents and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
It Is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population in
ball a century that the present condition
ef rural Ireland is so interesting &study.
says Pitimmer le Jones. in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de
populat los of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland ut to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tessive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and cats,
are now turned out La gram, and the
mug of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been hushed, and in their
place can be beard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sbeep bells.
In all parte of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able mince the signet of former possession
and cultivation are still so evident. Foe
50 years the young and vigorous farm
bends hare been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, lea?.
lag behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the Uwe when they in turn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have tains been robbed
of their young people, and vast country
sections that once teemed with rigorous
farm laborers now contain but &handful
of men who are really capable of harts
Labor. Indeed, one of the most striking
sad at the same time most melancholy,
eights in rural Ireland to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mops
absent-mindedly about the roadways °,
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi-deserted Tillages.
Thetr sons and daughters have growc, up
and gone to seek their fortunes In the
west. Not one Inn hundred of them will
ever return to hoe and spade the rocky
*Id Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous campalga
caricatures make your wife angry?"
"No," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studylag them direfully
she has concluded that I am not near-
ly es homely as I might be."—Wash-
ington Star.
Hine Hospitals in Africa.
Position., os matrons of mine hos-
pitals are much sought after by muse&
in South Aisle& Niamey all las Johan-
nesburg mines haw their what. how
pleats. the matrons of which an wefl
PA adkilye 0entreltAble arkrumistik
Some
460440
There might be room for argument
over the proposition that the trade oi
profession makes the man; but in cer-
tain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
traction, says Youth's Companion.
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a Mass of boys for the
singing teacher at her settlement
Happening upon a little boy hangtug
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and es•
plaining about the clam, asked him II
he would not like to join. The child
grinned and seemed editing.
Then the lady espied another boy,
still smaller, whom she had not n0-
Coed at first He, too, was hangins
about the fruit stand, and evidently
beleaged with the otber.
"Oh, and your little friend there"
she said, pleasantly, 'wouldn't he Whe
to 011130 and sing, too?"
The ant child's coloring spoke in-
ltspatably of Italy, although his speed,
smashed of the Bowery. The smaller
IMF's hair was also dark. When so
Indy mate to her question, the lady
west on talking, trying to Ingratiate
herself.
'YYear friend is Italian, toor' she re
assebsd, laterrogatively.
AL ma. the little Italian stared MUM
at do lady, than broke lido /mai
8.P•ask.
km exeialmed, pointing to the
tunaDer eltrid, ̀ him a gager' Ties
with a derisive tangle "I gams NW
W'y, kim's got three uncles wort
tops!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
Possemden of It Did Nee Weigh
Against Her C11/14411
far Relief,
A little girl at a recent Christine..
estertainment in one of the college set
Clements talked grandly to visitors
about "our phew Pieces played os
Ike piano to amuse the children evi
lastly brought the subject to bet
Mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical •/%7111..n who con
tributes much to the support of thi
settlement hoard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, rate,,
censoriously to the bead worker, "that
a child whose family owns a plan(
isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really is
need. and I don't thtak It right te
exclude them in faior of one retie
owns a piano
Seeking one the child, the heal
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano at
your house?" she asked
"Yes, indeed," responded the child,
cheerfully
Is it yours or your mother's?'
"It's mine; Santa Claws brought it
to me last year."
Light begin to dawn on the settle
went worker's brain.
'And how large is your piano- -as
big as that?" polating to the upright
In the rocan.
"Oh, no, mine is a I enty weenty
Ott of a sine, Jett shoet se high," and
the little girt leaned down sad mete
wed a Mosinee of le or 15 inches
from tee floor.
It turned out to be a ehild's piano,
preserted by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FORES1.
There Have Been Instant:el Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Uncle
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been dose for some time In Nebras
ka, and now a new nursery is being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara, Seeds of trees suited to the cli.
mete there will be grown and in &heti:
two years the seeditegs will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanete
loeations. The upper water shed of
the Santa Yntz river now is quite Nee
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbara with water,
and it will be the first scene of attectsm
at reforesting. Good forest growth :b
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of sill
If unchecked this would ruin the res
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase el
the national endeavor to induce and to
conserve the rainfall as well as to dm
tribute the resulting water by tne Irrl
gation work. Italian irrigation has
been termed the most economical in
utilizing water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's system Is said
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yierds
the most rapid deevlopment
Buffalo in New York,
New York city has in its zoological
garden a herd of 35 bisonz, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest reserve. Bisons do not
there in a city pork, but the govern-
ment herds nearer to a wild Mate are
Increasing. The American taffalo may
be saved front extinction, after all.
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
Bulfisch when he rides,* said the
homey girl., "he bounces up and down
in his seat—"
"Bob!" interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever I see him riding he
ju4 bounces down in his seat and
bides behind his sfrfr/Panele"—PhS.
4#19bla Press.
Demoocdon That Was Too Beach for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom ia 4
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
Nag man, "waiting for the proprietor
arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I wag waiting,
CNVO cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came Into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
for a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there was
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and peppes
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
Preppings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in the cigar cutter,
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bees
gleams full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage
and it did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they mg
rested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, ye;
would-be poisoner,' shouted the punah
ere, and solemnly they put their gum
back where they belonged, treated the
house to the cigars and faded away
Into the distance, their horses hittins
only the high spots as they diger
peered up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bap
tender had good occasion to make his
will, For three or four hours he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and ft
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or two
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Athol
to Beside on Just a Plain
Street.
The Lindsay family was moving old
of the old house on an avenue into a
new house on • fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay omit
gave notice of imeing. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was
model one, and had lived with thee
for years, relates the Chicago Record
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
in the new bowie, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. At
!east tell me why you are going?"
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mem, I have my own repute,
eon to look after," answered Nora,
"and if I went ages the ruled of the
Intelligence seasiety I belongs to they
wouldn't give me a reccond in the beat
homes, an' then I'd be down and out—
seer
"No, I don't see," retorted her tette
tress, "tell me exactly wily you are
giving up a place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mem, It's because of the mote
lag. You are going to live on a street'
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
"An I've always lived on a avenue.
mem. If it was a terrace, or a bout*
yard, I might be willin' to change, but
when me friends found that I was lir
lug on just a street they'd all cut me:
they would, indeed, mem. I draw the
line at a street"
bOOKS WRITTEN IN PRISON
dome of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bars.
A publisher was talking about °sena
Wilde's strange book, "De Profundis,"
with its pathetic decoration of a bite/
beating its wings rgaInst the bars of s
eJL
"Wilde's is not the first good book In
have been written in jail," he said
"Jail, in fact, seems to be a good place
tc write books in. Literary men sue
pass themselves there. .
'John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
fess' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quf-tote' is
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for ̀ Roblnaos
Ctusoe' during a term of confinement
imposed on him for the writing of s
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail.
"Sir Water Raleigh, during his 14
years' imprisonment in the tower GI
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
Pellieo and Tasso both did
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat
ory sheep in Spain, which each yeas
travel some 200 miles from the plains
to the mountains. Their march, rest
tog places and behavior are goveriset
by special regulations ,dating from tin
fourteenth century. At. certain times
no one may travel the same route ai
the sheep, which have the right tt
graze on all open and common land ot
the way. For this purpose a road 91
yards wide must be left on all enclosed
and private property. The shepherd,
lead their flockawhich are accompaniee
by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack by
noire&
Theater Banks,
New York is to have a bank, new
the chief theaters, which will lie Opel
all night, so that ladles attending en
tertairments will be able to deptudl
their jewels for sal1W- 'aping we UM
twalug boss,
"What is this?" asked Minnehaha
After she and Hi were married,
When she found up in the attic,
In the cool and shaded attic,
In the dark and dusty attic,
In the dim and dingy attic,
A large chest of divers trinkets,
Books and notes and other papers.
"What is that?" asked Hiawatha,
Looking just the least embarrassed.
'It is nothing. It is nothing— '
Simply nothing. Yes tis nothing."
"Nothing?" murmured Minnehaha.
"Nothing is it? Is it nothing?"
Then she lifted out the contents
Till the attic floor was covered
With a very odd collection.
There were billet doux and phoe ,-
Bills of fare and invitations,
And some beautiful blond ringlets,
Also some that were quite golden,
Likewise ringlets that were ebon,
And some gloves, fans and handker-
chiefs
And some notes of love undying,
And a lot of bonds in bundles,
Bonds that long, long since were is-
sued
And that never paid the divvy,
Also quite a lot oi papers
Showing how good Hiawatha
In some stock-s had made investment.
Oh, the chest was full of this stuff,
Hiawatha, looking foolish,
Gazed at puzzled Minnehaha
And remarked: "This littte casket
Full of junk and plunder
Is my little box of lemons,
Box of lemnos that I've been handed
By the guild of lemon handers—
It is just a box of lemons."
• •
Reader, oft and oft and often
You and I might seek the attic
There to find among the shadows
Where our feet have worn a pathway
Our o%%n tittle box of lemons.
—St. Louis Republic.
KING EDWARD A SCORCHER.
Gives His Name as That of fiusband
of Lady He is Going to See.
(London Cable to New York Amer-
ican.)
It has just been learned that the
king had an amusing and for a time
an exciting motoring adventure re-
recently.
Among the monarch's many friend,
in high finance arc the Wernher.
Sir Julius Wernher, though a Hes-
sian by birth, is an English baronet,
having received his. title ' in 1903.
The explanation of the title and the
King's friendship lie in time fact that
Sir Julius is the senior partner of
the firm of Wernher, Beir & Co.,
irons which firm his majesty has re-
ceived many a goo•I tip on the South
African market.
The 'Wernher% live at Bath House
Piccadilly, and Lady Wernher. who,
thanks to the King's friendship, im
a great leader among sockty million-
aires, is accustomed to give quiet lit-
tle Sunday lunches, at which the
King learns of what is doing or like-
ly to be done in the Rands.
Recently the king was on his way
to one of these functionettes. When
his motor car broke down. The
chaueffeer hurried on to Bath House.
leaving the King seated in his motor
car. and Sir Julius Wernher prompt-
ly dispatched one of his cars to time
relief of the stranded monarch.
The delay had made the king late
He has, at any rate, the virtue of
punctuality, and. the luncheon 'hour
heir.g passed. the King instructed
Sir Julius' man to put on power. The
Wernher car went scorch'
and was just entering Piccadilly,
when a policeman, seeing' the vehicle
coming at a tearing rate. jumped in-
to the middle of the street and .hled
up a warning hand.
King and policeman both cried
"Stop,' and the car was brought to
a sudden halt.
"You're going at an illegal speed"
said the liceman. taking out his
notebook. f must take your name
and .iumb• • "
"My name is Wernher," said the
king; "the number you can see on
the car, and I live at 134th House.
Picadilly."
"Ve-y sorry, sir." replied the police-
man, "but I shall have to summon
you to appear at the police court to-
morrow morning. Go on, but keep
down your speed."
The king leaned back in the car,
convulsed with laughter, and when
Bath House was reached, told Sir
Juiius that he could get ready to pay
a fine for scorching on Sunday. But
the policeman must have learned
one or two things that afternoon, for
the summons never came. •
Lady Wernher not only owns
Bath House, but she is also the mis-
tress of historical Luton Loo, the
over-sized country scat of the late
Mme. de Talbe. A season or two
ago she achieved a curious little ce-
lebrity by introducing a baby ele-
phant, Jumbo, Junior, as one of the
attractions of a juvenile party.
UNEARTH BONES OF
HUGUENOT FOU1N1DER
New York, March 7.—While mak-
ing some excavations yesterday in
New Rochelle, workmen unearthed
the skeleton of a man believed to he
Bartholomew Lispenard. Qf the Hu-
gunot founders of New Rochelle,
who fled from Lei Rochelle, , in
France, after the revocat:on of the
edit of Nantes. The bones, which
been hurried ys'o years, were
founa incased in solid stone. The
only member of the Lispenard fam-
ily now living is said to be Lispen-
•ard Stuart, .3 real estate broker of.
New York.
RACT1 SURVIVIOr
County Wort a fee _Jetty.







Practice in all the courts of th•
State. Both phones 3i.
Rooms i, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.O.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buildia4.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
rELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
7. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED_
LAWYERS




Room No. e. • •Paducale
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Ole Phone 1992-
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114, Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 trid Phone 414\
R. T. :.IGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)













Hizhest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell overran*.
6111-510 Covet Street: Old noes
134A-
Clem Fransiola




Choose 'Your: PERSONAL MENTION. #
Druggist
WITH THE S4ME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
as important to you as the knowledge
and skill of the man who orders IL
You select your doctor because you
have confidence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good rea-
son. The work of each depends for
its success on the work of the other.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.




A UNIQUE CALL TO PREACH.
Received the Summons From the
Mill Pond Bull Frogs.
Ex-Gov. Anthony Colby, of New
'London, N. H., was an inveterate
-tory teller, and enjoyed telling sto-
ries as well as his hearers did in lis-
tening to them. When the writer
•vas in attendance at the New Lon-
'on literary and Scientific Institu-
tion, row Colby academy, with oth-
er students, be was sitting around
the stove in a store one winter's ev-
(sting, when he heard the governor
•elate this story:
A man by the name of Bunker, liv-
ing almost under the shadow of
Kearsarge, thought he had a call to
oreach, but was not quite sure of it.
Ilia mind was in a state of uncer-
•ainty for some time. One night,
iust at dusk, he was passing by a
mill pond in a town adjoining Nev
London, where the bull frogs, or
'paddocks,* as the boys called them,
•a-ere holding high carnival, and he
rlsousrat that he card tern calling to
him, singly, and then in full chorus:
-Bunker, go preach! Bunker, go
,preach! Bunker, go preach!"
That, to his unsophisticated mind.
settled the qtestion of a "call," and
it is said that he told the sory be-
lore he council that ordained him.
A any rate, he waa accepted and or-
dained, not on account of his learning
or eloquence, but more, perhaps, on
account of his simple-mindedness,
and he did good work in the hill
tovdis of the granite state.
WILL SUPPLANT THE
NEGRO LABORERS
Louisiana Planters Will Import Im-
migrants From European
Countries.
Baton Rouge. La. March 7 —A
plan uhich contemplates supplant-
ing negro plantation laborers with
state-imported white immigrants out
of Europe was announced today by
CharLs Schuler. state commissioner
of immigration and agriculture. This
elan is an outgrowth both of the im-
migration station authorized for New
•)rleans by congress this week, and
of the fact that labor is scarce.
The state proposes to enable the
• .ouisiana planter to engage immi-
grant lsbor in advance and at a fixed
svag-e without violating the contract
labor law. By July 15, next, every
, ,pianter desiring such labor is to de-
posit $15o for every family he wishes!,
4-his sum being a guarantee that he
will repay (he state for its expense
-n bralging over the immigrants. 'A
state employe will then engage in
-Europe the required number of im-
nigrants and the state will pay their
vay to this country.
CARDS WITH DUST
ARE WITHHELD.
Big Pile of Frosty and Glassy Souve-
nirs is Accumulating at the
Postoffice.
As a result of the order again-st
'ending throtoslt the mails postcards
an Which is sifter dust, mica or
powdered glass, or any of the frost-
ing effects, which rub loose, a pile
)f such card: is rapidly growing in
private drawer of the postmaster.
Lucy. Minnie, Billy and•Mayme will
probahly never know that Charlie,
Nellie and Frank had remembered
them, and will be deprived of pic-
tures of the court house, the homes
and various flower beds and bouquet
effects, all trimmed with frosting.
This frosting gives a very dressy look
to the public buildings, but if peo-
ale really wish their friends to get
their cards they would do well to
select the more plain and simple va- I
sieties.
It is fortunate that people never
-,vrite anything of importance on these
cards or difficulties of various sorts
might arise .from the holding of the
The postoffice officials state that
atherae isvano decrease in the number
of souvenir cara, that rather it is
growing. They are greatly swelling
the ssalhnie. of the mails, which are
iti3tissal1y large just now, even with-
out tbem.—Evansville Courier.
Mr. Vaughan Scott will return to-
day from a southern drumming trip.
Me. Frank George and family of
Mayfield arrived yesterday to visit
the family of Mr. Harry George.
Mr. Stanley Henley returned yes-
terday from visiting ins parents in
Mayfield.
Mr. Murrell Buckner and wife of
Dallas, Texas, are here spending a
few days with the former's mother,
Mrs. Bettie Buckner, while en route
back home from New York.
Mr. Clem Whittemore passed
through the city yesterday en route
to Louisville.
Dr. Frank Boyd returned yester-
day front Golconda.
Mrs. E. M. Mills has returned
from the markets where she bough:
spring millinery.
Miss Ethel Brooks left yesterday
at noon for Indianapolis, Ind., to
vo'it Miss Florence Schrader. She
-will be joined there by Miss Anita
Wood of Wichita, Kan., and all then
come here to visit .Miss Brooks. Af-
terwards the latter and Miss Wood
go to Wichita and Miss Schrader
back to Indianapo6s.
Mr.. Arthur Knowles w-ent to Kut-
tawa yesterday.
Miss Mollie Bagby of Harrison
stieet went yesterday to visit in
Benton.
Mrs. Nannie E. Cochran of Louis-
ville returned home yesterday after
visiting her son, Mr. NVilliam E.
Cochran.
Mrs. Wm. Stewart has returned
from aisiting her father, Mr. E. R.
Milner of Fulton.
Mrs. Artie Taylor is visiting her
mether. Mrs. Jessie Morris of Viola,
Ky.
LARGE AUDIENCES.
Backman's Giese Blowers Are At-
tracting Great Crowds.
Ilackman'e Glass -Blowers II
large crowds yesterday afternoon
and evening. Everyone is delighted
ss ith this artistic and educational ex-
hibition. The ladies admire the beau-
tiful glass dresses while the men find
a study in the workings of the glass
tram engine.
I'very Wsitor received a specimen
o: their work free, many of which
v ire handsome.
Saturday will be their last day and
no one should miss seeing this evhi-
bition, as it is certainly a meritorious
raw. The doors are open from 2 until
5 and from 7 to o:so. The admission
is but ten cents. They are located
opposite the Palmer house.
Saturday afternoon three hundred
glass ships wIll he given ta the chil-
dren.
LAW AIMED AT TAGART
Indiana Gambling Bill to Be Prompt-
ly Signed by Governor.
Indianapolis. Ind.. March ;—Sen-
ator Mattingly's bill to authorize
sheriffs and constables to destroy
gambling paraphernalia seized by
them %%as passed in the house by a
vote of 51 to v. A s'milar bill intro-
duced by Representative Hanna was
killed by the house earlier in the
session. The bills were a result of
the raids by the state on the gam-
bling casionos in French Lick and
West Baden. The twenty-seven
votes against the measure came from
the democratic side of the chamber.
The bill is now ready to be sent to
the governor.
It will be signed promptly by him,
as he has been trying all session tq
get a law that would enable 'him to
reach Chairman Taggart and others
who were said to be interested in
the French Lick games
The costly gambling paraphernalia
seized by the state last summer has
never been destroyed. as the gam-
blers were not convicted.
ALIENS CAN NOT SUE ROADS
Relatives of Wreck Victims Power-
less to Collect Damages.
EMPLOYES WERE STEALIKr
WHISKY SYSTEMATICALLY
Detactives Find Where Attaches of Dryfuss & Well
Would Take Out Liquor at Night and Sell It To
Several Different Saloonkeeprs at Very Low
Price---Both Suspects Have Skipped Out.
Theft of whisky upon the whole-
sale scale develops to have been
stolen from the Dryfuss & Weil
wholesale establishment of North
Second street, and the evidence in-
dicates that the thieves were em-
ployes who left the city when the
pilfering came to the surface. De-
tectives Moore and Baker have been
working on the case for ten days and
reported yesterday to the firm wfiat
they learned.
It develops that some of time at-
taches stole one of the peculiar keys
used to open the whisky barrel
faucets. One of the bottling room
attaches would bottle goods at the
instruction cd a clerk in the office.
When all the others had left in the
afternoon at close of business hours
this clerk would pretend lie had a
"hurry up" order from some local
customer, and remain at the place
alone. Ile woul fill up large judgs
with liquor, call a hack, and putting
the jug inside, deliver the whisky to
whichever party out in the city he
was selling it to.
The detectives found out from sev-
eral saloonkeepers that they had been
buying from the clerk, who always
delivered the goods after business
hour, in a cab. They would give
him $1 per gallon for goods worth
$4 per gallon.
Ten days ago the firm had De-
tective Moore to investigate, and he
sweated the suspect of the bottling
department, a young fellow. The-
detective then had this young man
:to step into another private office
I that had a window opening onto the
i rear yard. He was put in there ao
as not to communicate a\ith any
other attache while the questioning
was going on. The detective then
sent upstairs for another man, when
he and the proprietors heard the win-
dow in the private office open, and
the young fellow in there leaped out
into the yard and escaped. This fur-
ther confirmed belief that the fellow
was implicated. The detective went
to his home, found lie rushed in,
grabbed a few clothes and skipped
out. He has not been seen since.
The suspected clerk resigned his
position about this time, and has left
this section also.
Although the firm has evidence
sufficient to convict, they will prob-
ably do nothing as both are very
young fellows and have now gone
to other parts.
It is believed they got away with
at least 300 gallons of fine liquor.
JACKSON FOUNDRY rib MACHINE CO'
Heavy steam hammer forgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laundry machinery. beg-
Cr and engire cheap.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
When To a Woman the Most
at tractive
at o hat age IS v, ( man at he- bast:.
If you asked a man that question
he would unhesitatingly name the
age (as near as he could gues it) te f
the woman in whom he chanced %-ta
be most interested at the time.
As far as men are concerned wo-
man is at her beat age when she
most attracts them
As far as women are concerned
she is at her best age when she gives
them frost sympathy and the least riv-
alry.
You will hear a woman of 30 saY
Neilsen speaking of a friend who is 40,
"Mary is at the most charming age,
so well poised and rounded."
The truth is that there is no gen-
eral "best age" for any woman. 1:
1
 is absolutely a question of individ-
uality. One woman may reach ',ter
zenith of charm at 30 and thercaftar
I
steadily decline into the hopelessly
commonplace, while another may
grow each year more attractive un-
til, at 45, she is the quintessence of
charm.
Ninon i de L'Encos that most charm-
' ing of all charming women, was as
irresistible at 8o as at 18. So it
Pittsburg, Pa., March 7.—Judge
Nathaniel Ewing of the United States
circuit court filed an opinion today :
to the effect that if nonresidents are
to enter suit in- the future against
American companies there will have
to be further treaties made between
this and foreign countries.
Mayor Zeiger, a citizen of Zenta,
Hungary, entered suit against the
Pennsylvania Railroad company for
$5o,000 damages as the result of the
death of George Zeiger, the aole
support of the plaintiff, who was
killed in a wreck on the Pennsylvania
railroad at Harrisburg on May Is,
tgo5, in which a score of persons lost I
their lives.
The treaties which the court says
mttst be Made under which an alien
can sue an American concern have
been sought by this country for
years, but the -foreign kingdoms have
refused to make such treaties on ac-
count of the thousands of American
tourists that visit their lands each
year.
which 'large quantities of farmingI
The best way to get an appet-e is svplics and machinery areto fast imtil yyouare tump'ry. ehaaed.
In Russia there are agricultural
organizations of zemstvos, through
More Pay for Wisconsin Solons.
Madison, Wis., March 7.—Favor-
able reports were received in the
assembly today on a bill increasing
the pay of the legislators from $500
to $t,000 atid on a bill prohibiting the
use by or sale to minors under t6 of
tobacco in any form.
The senate advanced a bill pro-
viding that the new capitol be of
granite or marble after voting down
an amendment limiting the increased
appropriation to $1,000,000 
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
!would be hard to decide at what age
she excelled all others.
Some women don't wake up" un-
til thy are in the thirties, and cer-
lkinly no woman who is as yet
asleep to the wonders and beauties
of life can be at her best
Occasionally you see a girl who,
until she is, say 25. gives the great-
est promise of charm and individual-
ity. Phen, perhaps, she marries, and
presto! she sinks into the most un-
interesting of women.
If the man who moved' heaven and
earth to win her had it all to do over,
he would not be even casually at-
tracted.
Then, again, take the girl who, a
through her girlhood and early wo-
manhood is that fr/OS1 pathetic of
sights, a "wallflower.' She is not
pretty enough to attract callow youth
nor vivacious enough to attract mare
iageable men. Suddenly, about So,
she "comes into her own." She is
more sure of herself, has lost her
self-consciousuess, and blossoms into
an intelligent charm that brings men
to her side as bees to a flower —St
Louis republic.
Sing a song of winter,
River full of ice;
Everybody happy,
Sure of lower price.
When the river's thawing
Prices begin to soar





Has moved to 205 South Third
Now open with new stand and
ready for business and would be,
glad to see their friends.
WILLIAMS & PELL.
• •
• NEWS IN BRIEF.
—The Illinois Central pay car will
arrive here Friday, March 15, to pay
off the Paducah employes. This is
a little earlier than usual for the
"pay wagon" to get here on its round
over the system.
—Willie Boyd, aged seven years,
died of pneumonia at 2147 Broad
street and will be buried today at Mt.
Zion in the count.
—Rev. J. T. Barbee of Owensboro,
last evening delievered the last ser-
mon at the First Christian church for
the Cumberland Presbyterians here
who refused to unite with the Pres-
byterians. . .
—Manager Thomas I.. Upton -of
the Dixie Mills company of Eighth
and Jones has contracted with the
Western Sprinkling company to in-











Mt. Carmel, 6.2 rising
Nashville. 36.o falling.
Pittsburg, 5.2 falling.
St. Louis, 13.8 falling.





The steamer Buttorff will not get
to Nashville until late tomorrow
night, and then return to Paducah
late Sunday night.
The steamer Kentucks came out
of the Tennessee river last night and
remains here until 5 o'clock tomor-
row afternoon before skipping out on
her return trip.
The Dick Fouler goes to Ca:ro
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight about to o'clock.
The Joe Fowler oent to Evansville
yrste.day and comes back tomorrow.
The boat in today form Evansvde
is the John S. Hopkins.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and gets here Sunday night or
Monday on her way down to Mem-
phis
'1 he Georgia Lee is due up today
portico from Memphis e. Cincinnati
The City of Saltillo passed out
last night bound from the Tennessee
river to St. Louis.
The John S. Summers will arrive
here today from Cairo bound for ,
Nashville with two barges of iron. !
The Russell Lord lost three barges
of ties in the Reelfoot lake sectionl
of the Mississippi river where she is
now.
The steamer Dunbar expects iv
leave today for Nashville.
The United States *earner Lily
leaves next Sunday for the upper
Mississippi river after spending the
winter here.
Richard Strauss, after long negoti-
ations Oa the subjelt, has agreed to
produce and direct his opera "Sa-
lome" at the Galete theatrre, Paris,
in May.
An outsider, says a Martian, should
he judge from reading our tombstone
epoaphe would be convinced that
this as a world of saints.
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FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Ser.
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. Li
Scott.
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
front roons with all conviences, 837
Jefferson.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
4'
A few more boarders and roomers*.
can be accommodated at "The Inn.'
on North Seventh, 'phone 1578. 0-
WANTED—To rent a small cot-
tage or flat. Apply to L. W. lien-
oeberger, care Home of Quality.
FOR SALE—Household good's at.
North ,,Seevnth street. Reasonable
pricek Ring old telephone No. 287. •
a.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones
TED—Position by experts.
stenographer of five years' ex-
perience. Address "E. H." this of-
fia------;d.NreyNi.e.AnscNt„ee.n
WANTED—By young lady, room
and board In private family, centrally
located. Address "X. Y. Z." this of-
fice.
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
rooms, all conveniences, OQ Ninth be-
tween Monroe and Madison. Ring
old phone 16a8.
WANTED--d3oard for couple with
two children. Must be central and
first class. Address IL, Register of-
f.ce, uith terms.
FOR SALE—Boarding house fur- 64
nitnre all comp' •.-. ,;ood as new. Ap-%'••
ply at Hudson House, 220 N. 4th St. •
formerly Hart home.
•
FOR RENT—To one or two
yitting men, nice front room, modern
conveniences. Private family. stz
N 5th street, old phone OK
LOST- -Lady's flgist hand bag be-
eaten Seventh and Broadway and
Fifth and Jefferson. Finder will be
liberally rewarded by leaving at this
office.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
theatre and Cochran flats on North
Ninth, gold locket with monogram "
"M. V. L'.' engraved, containing
lady's picture Finder retsun to Reg-
ister and receive reward
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of :8 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak. read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. Neal
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Acceunftilt
VVIII post, examine, systematize and
audit hooks by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., 118 Fro
ternity building.
Capital Removal.
Sacramento, Cal, March 7 —Gov-
ernor Gillett today signed the capital
removal bill.
Our Special Book and Music Sale
IS NOW ON
HERE ARE SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS IN SHEET
MUSIC.
300 Popular Songs and Instrun.ental Hits . . .. 15C, a for as
300 Standard and Classical Songs and Instransratals . for 25C
300 Copy Right Songs and Instrumentals, all _good 9c
3oo Pieces, Good Music, a Little old, worth 25C for 4c
Don't be slow, BUT GET IN ON THIS. It is a GOOD THING
We can't tell all our special offeiings.
D. E.Wilso '& Booka a Music Man
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